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The Trembling Procession: An Interview with Phoebe 
Collings-James 
 
by Nat Marcus // Nov. 28, 2023

This article is part of our feature topic Myth. 

In a 2014 essay, Paul B. Preciado writes: “Every word in our language 
contains, as if rolled in on itself, a ball of time made up of historical 
actions. While the prophet and the politician try to make words sacred 
by covering up their historicity, the profane task of restoring sacred 
words to daily usage falls to philosophy and poetry: undoing the knots 
of time, wrestling words away from the conquerors in order to restore 
them to public space, where they can be the object of a collective re-
signification.” An invitation to this re-signifying process has often been 
issued by the works of Phoebe Collings-James. The media may vary—
from interleaved sound works of poems and field recordings to 
ceramic chest-plates gouged with words and inscriptions of traditional 
pottery motifs—but the playful imperative remains. And much like 
Preciado’s thinking of language as a “ball of time,” Collings-James has 
referred to clay as a material with memory, returning to contours and 
forms that adhere to its prior shaping, even after being fired. 

Her most recent exhibition of ceramics at Arcadia Missa, ‘bun babylon; 
a heretics anthology,’ is animated with a lineage of Caribbean spiritual 
and political resistance. Through six serial works bearing titles with the 
weight of mythic archetypes (The Infidel, The Cypher, The Preacher, 
etc.) a tradition is at once honored, respirated and re-synthesised (and 
desacralised, made wavy in doing so).

Phoebe Collings-James: ‘bun babylon; a heretics anthology,’ installation 
view at Arcadia Missa, London // Photo by Josef Konczak, courtesy of the 
artist and Arcadia Missa, London

Nat Marcus: Your pieces called ‘The Infidel’—which were shown in 
the Arcadia Missa show—have a quality of being open-mouthed, 
and inasmuch as they are resonant and hollow vessels (one of them 
is even holding a bell), they seem capable of amplifying sound. 
With all that is going on in Palestine and Israel right now, it seems 
like people are starting to become infidels in the eyes of the art 
industry at the moment. In Germany, there is a growing issue in 
regard to which mouthpieces and voices are willing or allowed to 
say what. I know you’ve been involved in protesting for a 
ceasefire. What does this figure of ‘The Infidel’ mean to you right 
now?



Phoebe Colling-James: I think this moment is going to continue to 
reveal the ways that the art industry operates as a kind of vile satire. 
Museums and collectors will gobble up an artist’s work that discusses 
decolonisation and liberation, so long as they don’t have to do 
anything about it. I know galleries are getting calls on a daily basis 
from collectors who are furious about artists vocally supporting a 
ceasefire. And it seems like a sick joke, because three years ago 
everyone was posting a black square. 

The show’s title signals to Babylon and the idea of a heretic, an 
outsider, someone who speaks at or into a crumbling system. Maybe 
it’s my way of processing the unrelenting violence, pressure and 
dystopia of this world. The final month of the show was throughout 
October, which was a chilling time to think about these works that 
articulate a spiritual position of resistance. ‘The Infidel,’ in particular, is 
speaking out, but it is still a spiritual figure—someone who has been 
displaced from a dogma, and not only a protestor or someone 
speaking truth to power. If someone doesn’t follow suit with certain 
State-led ideas of spirituality, they are often bound to be cut out, or 
cut themselves out, of an acceptable mode of society. The rounded 
bodies of these pieces suggest that they could roll over, show 
different sides, be in movement as a mode of defying static, 
unyielding positions. 

NM: The idea of movement carries in the layout of the show, as 
well. At your last solo in the Camden Arts Centre there was a mix 
of wall-mounted, hanging and grounded pieces, for instance, but 
this exhibition really feels like a procession. And there’s a sense of 
kinetics there. Maybe because of ‘The Guardian’ horse figures, it 
reminds me of ancient Roman funerary rites. The line between 
mythic and mortal was very porous in these ritual choreographies.

Phoebe Collings-James: ‘bun babylon; a heretics anthology,’ installation 
view at Arcadia Missa, London // Photo by Josef Konczak, courtesy of the 
artist and Arcadia Missa, London

PCJ: There was always an intention for it to be a procession or parade, 
and for it to be seen in multiple ways. It could be a death march, a 
marching to war, a carnival procession. There is a sense of a gathering 
of characters, of entities, that are going to create something through 
the force of them being together. That’s why it felt important to have 
these supporting characters like the pieces of torn tree bark, slate and 
cargo net—these things that could bind the ritual. 

NM: Do you have a spiritual practice of your own? 



 PCJ: I do have a spiritual practice, but not a religious practice. And I’m 
often trying to find ways of articulating that within my work. I bring in 
many references to Rastafarian and Jamaican music—artists like 
Midnite and Ranking Ann and Barrington Levy (whose song ‘Black 
Roses’ figured into ‘bun babylon’). This revolutionary music is deeply 
spiritual as well, which I’ve been thinking about in regard to myth-
making. Even scriptural texts are meant to continue to grow with us, 
make themselves available for reference and reassessment. It comes 
back to the idea of movement, and how we work with a spiritual or 
unseen realm to create and understand ourselves through engaging 
with myth. 

NM: It has to do somehow with these very charged, often-
instrumentalised relations between history, myth and memory, and 
how certain structures of authority try to calcify their connections. 
You are often sampling, drawing in many different strands and 
fragments of discourse from various places, and then metabolising 
it all through an artistic process. To me, that is a way of 
refurbishing myths, keeping them limber or relevant for us to 
make sense of our lives. The works in ‘bun babylon’ are described 
in the press release as “imbued with the potential for dissent.” 
When you work on these pieces, do they become imbued simply 
through your process, or is there a spiritual aspect of giving 
something over to them? Or are they one and the same thing? 
 
PCJ: They’re not necessarily one and the same. Maybe it’s best to 
foreground by saying there are certain moments that I particularly 
connect with my work. Some days in the studio feel a bit 
administrative, but then there are these quieter moments when I 
retreat into myself, simultaneously connecting to the concepts and 
ideas of the work, the material and the firing process of the kiln. And 
what follows is a choreography—bringing these pieces together into 
relation—which reminds me of working with things like tarot.

Phoebe Collings-James: ‘The subtle rules 
the dense,’ 2021, glazed ceramic, 57 x 39 
x 14 cm // Photo by Rob Harris, courtesy 
of the artist and Arcadia Missa, London

NM: There are multiple registers of alchemy going on, from the 
discursive and cultural to the physical firing of the ceramics. And, 
alchemically, the show at Arcadia Missa feels very tarot, as it 
stages this parade of archetypes. 

PCJ: I’m often thinking about the way these archetypes shift. The 
horse, the preacher, the bell and the bow harp: like tarot cards, they 
can all have different faces, varied meanings in relation to your own 
life. The reading of the cards is what creates the myth or instruction. 
This consideration extends to my own life and the myths that run 
through it.



NM: You’ve sometimes spoken of a certain dichotomy between 
hardness and softness in your work, physically and sometimes 
emotionally. But then there is, of course, this discursive malleability 
that you are evoking through your work. It’s akin to trembling 
thinking and archipelagic thinking, articulated by Glissant: there is 
a resistance to the stilling or hardening of meaning, an excitement 
with not necessarily the arbitrariness of these archetypes but the 
fact that their character only comes into being in relation to other 
things. 

PCJ: I find that liberating, that you can build this whole world of 
meaning, and then take it apart and play with the pieces. It is why I 
speak about detritus, emotional and material detritus. I’m interested in 
the fragments and details of our lives. The mess. This gives us the 
potential for imagining and re-imagining what life could be, what 
being could be. And, materially, through exhibition-making, I work 
intuitively with restriction, to temper this mess and also evoke the kind 
of restraint that is necessary for my own survival. To take the figure of 
the horse: in relation to ‘The Guardian’ works, I was thinking a lot 
about the story of the 4 horsemen of the apocalypse, in the ‘Book of 
Revelations.’ And in considering what these riders were supposed to 
represent—war, famine, death and conquest—I started thinking about 
their horses as potentially unconsenting conduits for these huge ideas, 
which were also supposed to be spontaneous catastrophes. Those 
connections are vividly held within the material decisions for the form 
and surface of the works. However, in framing my language for the 
show, I choose to remove this reference—to simply call these horses 
‘Guardians’—and see where people’s own imaginations and 
associative connections take them. 

Phoebe Collings-James: ‘The Guardian,’ 
2023, stoneware ceramic, 56.5 x 33 cm // 
Photo by Josef Konczak, courtesy of the 
artist and Arcadia Missa, London

A few weeks ago, my great aunt passed away and we recently had her 
funeral. My family is Jamaican, and they wear red or wrap red textiles 
around them for the ceremony, especially around babies, because that 
is understood to keep obeah away. It’s a symbol of protection. I enjoy 
thinking about how the many symbolic meanings of something like a 
colour are collapsed and resurrected and shape-shift across cultures. 
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Throwing muses: the Black female artists 
who create with clay 

Exploring 70 years of ceramics in Black culture, Body Vessel Clay 
shatters the western myths of the potter’s wheel 

Ladi Kwali creating her designs. Photograph: W.A. Ismay/Image courtesy of York 
Museums Trust (York Art Gallery)

hen Ladi Kwali met the British studio potter Michael 
Cardew in the early 1950s, her traditional hand-built 
water jars were already well known in Nigeria’s Gwari 
region. Having spotted her work in the Emir of Abuja’s 

home, Cardew swiftly invited her to join his local 
government-backed pottery training centre. There she added modern 
industry’s wheel and kiln to her toolkit to create thrown tableware, 
and became a star turn within the touring demonstrations Cardew 
organised in Europe and America. 

She was a phenomenal figure, “taking two cultures in her stride”, 
explains Jareh Das, the Nigerian-British curator of Body Vessel Clay, 
the forthcoming exhibition teasing out lineages between Black female 
artists across three generations. Kwali provides the show’s baseline, 
yet her place in ceramics history is far from straightforward. 

Also in the exhibition is Bisila Noha, a ceramics artist whose work in 
Body Vessel Clay looks to pottery’s unsung African mothers. For her, 
UK museum collections only tend to include Kwali “because of the 
connection with a white British man, rather than elevating her pieces 
in themselves”. 

Das wants the exhibition to bring Kwali out of western patriarchy’s 
shadow, “to individualise her and where she’s coming from, the 
stories the pots tell us about her life and culture”. To do so, she draws 
attention not to Cardew, the British incomer, but to the matrilineal 
teaching crucial to global pottery traditions. 

Kwali learned her skills from her aunt and went on to train others, 
such as Magdalene Odundo, the lauded Kenyan-born British artist 
known for her swan-necked, swollen-bellied pots. Although they 
didn’t share a spoken language, Odundo has recalled how she learned 
from Kwali as a baby might – through touch, not words. “Craft is a 
language in itself that is universal,” says Noha, who has studied with 
female potters in Mexico and Morocco. “We can all come together 
through it, regardless of our background.”



 At the same time, the exhibition is a reminder that clay can be as edgy 
and political as it is timeless. Of the younger artists, Phoebe Collings-
James’s ceramic torso with body piercings and scarred skin conjures 
sweaty club nights, Roman armour, tribal markings and war wounds. 
“I wanted them to be charged with a queered eroticism,” she says. 

Shawanda Corbett, an artist born with one arm and without legs, 
creates motley-glazed pots fashioned from tilting spheres. They invite 
us to imagine what it’s like to inhabit different vessels, different 
bodies. 

Jade Montserrat, meanwhile, explores the raw material in its most 
natural state. In a mud pit on a shooting estate in her home county of 
Yorkshire, she massages clay over her skin and hair, a Black woman 
“unearthing and building identity”, she says, as well as raising 
questions around land, belonging and ownership. It offers a radical 
conclusion to an exhibition that begins with traditional indigenous 
pottery. Montserrat’s interest in clay could be the show’s guiding 
principle. 

“It’s about making the circuits of energy evident,” she reflects. “It’s 
about potential.” 

Phoebe Collings-James, The subtle rules the dense 
2021. Photograph: Rob Harris/Courtesy of the artist 
and Camden Arts Centre

Phoebe Collings-James 

While making her ceramic torsos, Phoebe Collings-James says that 
“Makonde and Yoruba ceremonial body masks featuring pregnant 
bodies and Roman armour with door knocker nipple rings were all 
recent memories”. Her interests include “our clumsy signifiers of race, 
class, sexuality and genders, and how awkwardly or disobediently we 
may wear them”.
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Dr. Jareh Das's Lastest Show
Expands the International Canon of
Contemporary Ceramics for Black
Women
Inspired by matriarchs of Nigerian pottery, the
London-based exhibition, "Body Vessel Clay: Black
Women, Ceramics & Contemporary Art" will run until
end of April at Two Temple Place and then travel to
the York Art Gallery from June to September.

A highly skilled curatorial drive based on research, art history, and a
personal connection to an idea or place makes contemporary exhibitions
have a lasting effect on the canon. The Lagos- and London-based multi-
hyphenate curator, Dr. Jareh Das has brought together archives, her own
inspiration from both countries, working living artists across the diaspora
and major organizations—such as the Victoria and Albert Museum and
York Museums Trust—in order to present a contemporary exhibition based
off of a wave making Nigerian artist from the early 20th century, Ladi
Kwali.

Ladi Kwali became the most recognizable woman in Nigeria—being�
honored with her image on the 20 Naira note—because she innovated the�
craft of ceramics and lifted the overlooked stigma of women in art. Kwali’s�
participation in a ceramics apprenticeship drew on her family’s matrilineal�
Nigerian traditions, and the British ceramicist Michael Cardew invited her�
to join after establishing the Pottery Training Centre in Abuja in 1954, in his�
role as senior potter officer employed under the direction of the Nigerian�
colonial government at the time

 Exhibition view of "Body Vessel Clay: Black Women, Ceramics & Contemporary Art," Two Temple Place, London

(29 January–24 April 2022). © Two Temple Place. Courtesy Two Temple Place.

"Body Vessel Clay: Black Women, Ceramics & Contemporary Art" is a
survey-like exhibition on ceramics and how they have been reimagined by
Black women over the last 70 years. Over 80 works by eight female artists
are on display, encompassing multiple media such as ceramics,
preparatory drawings, film and archival material. Dr. Jareh Das has curated
archival works by Ladi Kwali and Dame Magdalene Odundo, who learned
her technique from Kwali in Abuja, along with a contemporary take on

ceramics by Phoebe Collings-James, Shawanda Corbett, Chinasa Vivian
Ezugha, Jade Montserrat, Bisila Noha and Julia Phillips.

 Exhibition view of "Body Vessel Clay: Black Women, Ceramics & Contemporary Art," Two Temple Place, London�
(29 January–24 April 2022). © Two Temple Place. Courtesy Two Temple Place.

Storm Ascher: At this time in your curatorial practice, why is Ladi�
Kwali the starting point for this show?

Dr. Jareh Das: I grew up in Nigeria in the 1990s and was re-introduced to�
Ladi Kwali when the 20 Naira note was re-designed to include her image�
at the throwing wheel on the reverse side. Years later, an encounter with

Abuja Pottery at a UK museum spurned a return to Kwali and her
astounding achievements as a leading figure existing in the worlds of
Nigerian pottery and British Studio Pottery.

SA: What do you want the International community to learn from this
project?

DJD: Body Vessel Clay begins with recognising the hybrid and radical
practice of Ladi Kwali through to the contemporary generation of Black
women artists reimagining the material in new ways; as a time-based
medium with performative qualities. I’m inspired by clay and how its use
continues to be reimagined by a younger generation of black women. This
exhibition attends to clay’s transformative, haptic, malleable and
metaphoric potential, whilst situating ceramics as a continually expanding
field.

 Exhibition view of "Body Vessel Clay: Black Women, Ceramics & Contemporary Art," Two Temple Place, London

(29 January–24 April 2022). © Two Temple Place. Courtesy Two Temple Place.

SA: Do you consider contemporary Black women’s ceramics practice
as disruptive?

DJD: Countering western centric traditions, ceramics is both global and
site specific. Different parts of the world have ceramics traditions that
speak of cultures of places.
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Dossier: Drawn from the earth and moulded by the hands, clay has traditionally been marginalized as 
a cra! form. Artists HELEN CAMMOCK, PHOEBE COLLINGS-JAMES, THEASTER GATES, 
MAGDALENE ODUNDO and JULIA PHILLIPS re#ect on what we might learn from centring 
ceramics, as well as its politics. $ey share what brought them to clay and how this medium, malleable 
and brittle, has shaped them

Black 
Clay

Opposite page
!easter Gates, Lady on Senufo 
Stool, 2020, wood-"red brick, clay 
oxide, 53 × 38 × 53 cm. Courtesy: 
the artist and White Cube; 
photograph: !eo Christelis
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Returning to the Vessel
Ahead of shows at Whitechapel Gallery, the Victoria and  

Albert Museum and the Serpentine, THEASTER GATES speaks to 
Allie Biswas about the importance of clay to his artistic practice

A SENSE OF MAGNITUDE invariably dominates discussions 
of !easter Gates’s practice. Over the past 15 years, the 
Chicago-based artist has created a body of work that exists 
within ever-widening parameters. Gates makes paintings, 
sculptures, installations and films, though is perhaps 
most recognized for his purchase of abandoned buildings 
in Chicago’s South Side, which he restores as spaces for 
community use. !ese social projects are cultivated through 
the artist’s non-pro"t Rebuild Foundation, launched in 
2009. Most recently, as part of this initiative, Gates spear-
headed the revitalization of a 1.3-acre plot, which yielded 
a neighbourhood-led green space, Kenwood Gardens. 

Gates is also known as a performer, leading an experi-
mental music ensemble, the Black Monks, whose synthesis 
of jazz, gospel and spirituals often frames his exhibi-
tions. !e artist’s commitment to preserving the legacies 
of Black American culture has also shaped his role as 
a collector and custodian, resulting in acquisitions from 
numerous defunct local landmarks in Chicago: whether 
records from the trailblazing music store Dr. Wax, the 
Johnson Publishing Company’s back catalogue of images 
from Ebony magazine, the personal vinyl collection of the 

legendary DJ Frankie Knuckles, or hundreds of titles from 
one of the country’s last architecture bookstores, Prairie 
Avenue Bookshop, prior to its closure. !e artist houses 
these materials within his most prominent building 
restoration, Stony Island Arts Bank, which functions as 
an open-access library and exhibition space.

In a 2013 article for Chicago Magazine, Gates was 
described by the curator Hamza Walker as ‘nine things 
at once’. Yet, the artist does have an anchor. ‘Clay made 
me and is forever the root of my artistic interest,’ he told 
Ceramics Monthly magazine in February. ‘I always "nd 
myself returning to the vessel.’ In October 2020, Gates’s 
"rst New York solo show opened at Gagosian. Conceived 
around his clay compositions, ‘Black Vessel’ pointed to 
qualities that were both concrete and otherworldly. !e 
sculptures consisted of forms ranging from stately kettle-
bells and spiked spheres to biomorphic pots. !e social 
component of the work – in one gallery, viewers were 
obliged to circumnavigate more than two dozen densely 
packed sculptures installed either directly on the $oor or 
on low plinths – emphasized Gates’s interest in ceramics 
as a means for social gathering.

David Drake, Four Gallon Jar, 1862,  
alkaline-glazed stoneware. Courtesy: C. Philip  

and Corbett Toussaint 
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"easter Gates, !ey believe, 
you breathe, they quake, you 
dance, they wet, you pray, 
2020, Johnson Publishing 
Company carpet, high-#red 
stoneware with glaze, 
carpet: 3.8 × 3 m; vessel: 
46 × 71 × 71 cm
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Above
!easter Gates,  
Religious Alchemy, 
2016–18, mixed media, 
190 × 70 × 96 cm.  
All images on this 
spread courtesy:  
the artist and White 
Cube; photographs: 
!eo Christelis

Left
!easter Gates, 
Afro-Ikebana,  
2019, cast bronze,  
clay, tatami mats,  
1.9 × 2 × 1 m

Who are the other 
African American potters?

Theaster Gates
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Above
!easter Gates, 
Power Figure, 2019, 
clay and wood, 
90 × 89 × 27 cm

Allie Biswas is a writer and researcher. She co-edited !e Soul of 
a Nation Reader: Writings by and about Black American Artists, 1960–1980 
(2021) with Mark Godfrey. She lives in London, UK.

Theaster Gates is an artist. His project !e Question of Clay takes place 
across Whitechapel Gallery, the Victoria and Albert Museum and the 
Serpentine, London, UK, in 2021–22. His solo exhibition ‘A Clay Sermon’ 
is on view at Whitechapel Gallery until 23 January 2022 and ‘Slight 
Intervention #5’ runs at the Victoria and Albert Museum until 9 January 
2022. In 2022, he will be the $rst non-architect to design the Serpentine 
Pavilion. He lives in Chicago, USA. 

Issues around cultural hybridity were likewise brought 
to the fore in ‘Afro-Mingei’, Gates’s exhibition of ceram-
ics at White Cube, London, in 2019, which explored the 
relationship the artist had been developing for some time 
between two important strands in his practice: Japanese 
aesthetics and Black identity. In one work, Afro–Ikebana 
(2019), Gates placed a globular pot containing a branch on 
stacked tatami mats, above which hung a bronze, mask-like 
sculpture, evoking formal rituals, such as Japanese !ower 
arranging, as well as those based around totem practices. 
Earlier in his career, Gates participated in a ceramics resi-
dency in Tokoname, Japan, where he worked with a group 
of master potters for several months. One of his teachers, 
Koichi Ohara, remains a long-time collaborator.

Speaking with me weeks before the opening of a major 
survey themed around his pottery at London’s Whitechapel 
Gallery, the artist reckoned with the unique value of clay. 
‘In other cases, I feel quite like a trickster; it doesn’t matter 
if a person knows what my intention is,’ he said. ‘With 
clay, there aren’t any gimmicks.’ His exhibition, ‘A Clay 
Sermon’, features sculptures made over the past 20 years, 
outlining Gates’s evolution, and a "lm about the artist’s 
recent ceramics residency at the Archie Bray Foundation 
in Montana, which reveals, in his words, ‘the ways in which 
I’m shaped by things, versus me shaping things’. 

‘A Clay Sermon’ explores such multiplicities within 
cra# through the inclusion of objects by other makers. 
Gates selected these pieces from the ceramics collection 
at the Victoria and Albert Museum, during his fellowship 
at the V&A Research Institute in 2019, and will present 
a pair of new sculptures in the museum’s ceramics galleries 
this winter. While Gates’s counterparts in the Whitechapel 
Gallery show are an attempt to acknowledge his ceramic 
in!uences – from Michael Cardew and Shōji Hamada to 
Magdalene Odundo and Lucie Rie – they also explicitly 
reveal the dynamics of clay within the context of colonial-
ism. One of the "rst objects encountered in the exhibition 
is an architectural fragment from a European-style 
palace built by Jesuits in Beijing. Commissioned by the 
Qianlong Emperor, who ruled China for most of the 18th 
century, this striking turquoise-glazed fragment signi"es 
the country’s receptivity to Western design, which was 
o#en considered exotic. Other items include the "rst anti-
slavery medallion, manufactured in 1787 by British potter 
and abolitionist Josiah Wedgwood. Depicting a chained 
man under the words ‘Am I Not a Man and a Brother?’, 
the medallion became one of the few well-known images 
of a Black person during the period. Gates likens aspects 
of the V&A’s collection to ‘a saga of power, where some 
leaders were benevolent and generous, and others were 
ruthless and concealing’, adding that such narratives con-
"rmed that ‘other people’s ways of being were critical to the 
formation of British identity’.

&e monumental stoneware pots made by David Drake, 
which appear in ‘A Clay Sermon’, have arguably been the 
most vital in!uence in shaping Gates’s ethos as a potter. 
While enslaved in South Carolina, Drake produced vessels 
that were later identi"ed because he had inscribed his 
name, along with original lines of poetry, onto his creations. 
Described by Gates as one of his heroes, Drake signals 
‘one of the few moments where Blackness has shown up 
for me in cra#, in a historical way’. During the initial stages 
of his clay-based making, Gates was conscious of asking 

‘who are the other African American potters?’ in his quest 
to look to something that felt ‘a little more like home’. &e 
artist "rst explored Drake in ‘To Speculate Darkly’, a 2010 
exhibition at the Milwaukee Art Museum, in which he 
embodied the potter through performance, ‘to sing his 
name as if it were mine’. As well as highlighting the his-
tory of Black labour within the US, the presence of Drake 
provided Gates with the apparatus to think about his own 
identity as a Black maker. In a lecture that accompanied 
the show, Gates spoke of spending 12 years ‘struggling to 
"nd a way in a world "lled with white cra# potters’.

Race continues to permeate Gates’s practice, but the 
artist no longer needs to ask questions through an alter-
native guise. ‘I’m invested in Japanese ceramics and the 
history of ceramic production relating to industrial slave 
labour, and now I can talk about those things in the "rst 
person, not the third,’ he says. ‘When I’m making a pot,’ he 
concludes, ‘I feel like I’m being my most conceptual, most 
contemporary self.’ ∙
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We all lived my  
father’s ceramics.

Helen Cammock

A CERAMIC PAINTING HANGS ON MY LIVING ROOM WALL – ethereal 
yet earthy, in my mind it has always been an abstract land-
scape, textured with the deep colour palette of the late 
1960s. Our home was full of my father’s ceramic works – 
displayed and used because my father wanted to see them 
and for them to be seen, but for him, there was seemingly 
nowhere else for this to happen. So, an Okapi pair was 
the centrepiece on a chest of drawers on our landing, his 
ceramic pots appeared in every room as plant holders, pen 
pots, pieces of art and wastepaper bins. #ey were multi-
functional in our lives, but always bold, with a wondrous 
slippage in colour and glaze-cover and form. We drank 
from mugs he’d made for us and had tiles he’d designed 
next to our beds to hold glasses of night-time water. In 
the  mid-1960s, my father had wooed my mother with 
small ceramic animals and other pieces that he brought 
to her each time her library van returned to the secondary 
modern school where he taught. In other words, we all 
lived my father’s ceramics.

From the Mould 
HELEN CAMMOCK on the obstacles faced by her father, 

a self-taught ceramicist in postwar Britain

Patricia and George, 1968. Courtesy: Helen Cammock
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Helen Cammock, 
Changing Room, 2014, 
!lm stills. Courtesy: 
© Helen Cammock 
and LUX

My father was ‘voluntarily conscripted’ into World War 
II, aged 18, only to be returned to Jamaica a!er the war, 
having been given a very short teacher training course. It 
was only a!er my father died, as I went through his house, 
that I found a letter he’d kept along with others of signi"-
cance from his life, in which one course tutor had clearly 
written: George Cammock is a very talented artist and 
I strongly recommend he be found a place at an art school. 
#is of course never happened because my father was 
repatriated to Jamaica with other servicemen, forced to 
leave behind his wife and small child. It took him a year 
of letters to the Home O$ce and working many di%erent 
jobs to a%ord the passage back to the UK to be with his 
family. But then he had to work (not imagine art school) 
so he became a teacher – an art teacher. And this is where 
he honed his skills. Materials and kilns. Evenings at the 
wheel. Books he got from the library or bought. He experi-
mented, I now know, with glazing and di%erent ways of 
working the clay. 

I found his moulds – still intact – in his damp garage.  
With the support of the team at the art school in 
Wolverhampton, the town in which he taught art for 
a decade, I have re-worked them, in order that they have 
a new face, a new conversation with a "lm I made in 2014: 
an imagined conversation with and around him – as 
father and as ceramicist. #is is part of my o%er for the 
touring British Art Show 9. #e "lm, Changing Room, has 
his ceramic pieces as characters ghosting the screen and 
somehow engendering this conversation. When shown 
in an exhibition curated by Lubaina Himid at Hollybush 
Gardens in 2016, a ceramic Okapi formed part of an instal-
lation and sat in the gallery o$ce for some time, before 
and a!er the show. It was a talking piece of the o$ce, for 
curators and collectors alike, who appreciated something 
in his work that he knew was there all along. In these 
moments, he crossed from amateur to professional with-
out even knowing – perhaps because of context, perhaps 
a re-con"gured gaze. But he always knew what he could do: 
his greatest sadness was feeling that others didn’t ∙

Helen Cammock is an artist. She was the joint 
recipient of the 2019 Turner Prize. Her solo 
exhibition at STUK, Leuven, Belgium, runs until 
14 November and her new !lm, Concrete Feather 
and Porcelain Tacks, co-commissioned by Film 
and Video Umbrella, #e Photographers’ Gallery 
and Contemporary Art Society, is on view at 
#e Photographers’ Gallery, London, UK, and 
Touchstones Rochdale, UK, until February 2022. 
Her work is also included in the British Art Show 
9, which tours various venues across the UK 
until 4 September 2022. She lives in London and 
Brighton, UK.
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Opposite page
Magdalene Odundo, 
‘Untitled’, 2016–21, 
multi!red terracotta, 
dimensions variable. 
All images courtesy: 
the artist and Salon 94, 
New York; photo-
graphs: Dan Bradica

MY CERAMIC PRACTICE has been de!ned by travel. It is through  
travel that I discovered ceramics. When I !rst came to 
Britain from Kenya in 1971, I was fully apprenticed in 
graphic design and commercial art. Had I not made that 
journey, my migration to another artistic discipline may 
never have happened.

As an undergraduate at Farnham School of Art [now 
University for the Creative Arts], I studied under Michael 
Cardew, who had taught ceramics in West Africa for 20 
years. It was he who encouraged me to go to the Abuja 
Pottery in Nigeria. When I arrived there in 1974, I was 
tutored by Ladi Kwali, Lami Toto and other women cera-
mists. "at is when I really fell in love with clay. I realized 
what an amazing material it was – expansive, seemingly 
without boundaries. It had a language: put in the hands of 
a willing person, it spoke for itself as a material. 

Every time I made a piece, the tutors would touch it. 
"at manifestation of their touch – Kwali’s hand guiding 
my hand with the clay – was an amazing experience. "ere 
was a real sense of a more experienced person migrating 
their knowledge and transferring it onto a younger person. 
I imagine that is how Kwali would have learned from her 
aunt, and I was lucky to work within that tradition. As 
I didn’t speak Hausa, I couldn’t communicate with words: 
it was very much a visual communication, a conversation 
through making. 

It was a conversation through activity, through body 
language, through a twist of the hand, a twist of the mind, 
a glance from the corner of your eye. It was a process of 
osmosis, seeping through the mind to the eyes. I observed 
!rst and then the mind registered. "e process of hand 
building with clay is fused with sound and bodily move-
ment. "at leads to an awareness of the form and shape 
you are making. It’s really a special way of learning. 

A$er spending a year in Nigeria, I travelled back to 
Kenya and observed and worked with a couple of potters, 
not far from my own maternal and paternal homeland. It 
was astonishing. A woman called Anyango, which is coin-
cidentally my middle name, sat with me. Starting from 
a seated position, with her legs in front of her, she worked 
sideways. "en, when she was making the neck, she knelt 
to reach, almost like she was praying. She worked in such 
close proximity to the clay, embracing it like you might 
your own child, that you could hardly distinguish material 
from human: they worked in tandem. 

A Twist of the Hand 
MAGDALENE ODUNDO on how travel  

to Kenya and Nigeria transformed her 
understanding of ceramics and what it means  

to be an artist

"us, the !nished work has this volume that feels like 
a built structure, like a nest or a house that contains what 
will sustain you as a person, or even as a community. It’s 
this volume that is so generous, that is accommodating 
within the real and the visceral and the imagined.

I realized I had carried water pots like these as a child. 
I had gone to the river with one of my younger sisters and 
we had collected water in pots that were exactly the right 
size, because all the water carriers were di%erent sizes for 
di%erent age groups. Remembering this piece of beautiful 
pottery on my head, I realized I had taken it for granted – 
I had never considered it intellectually or as an academic 
exercise. It was only through my experiences at the Abuja 
Pottery and back home in Kenya, through the act of work-
ing with clay, that I realized how privileged I was to have 
been able to experience that. 

I took this knowledge into my teaching, which was 
a very hands-on process – discussions would come 
a$erwards. I wanted my students to appraise what they 
got from the process of making, what their experience 
was, rather than the other way round, where the thinking 
is academic and it’s supposed to seep downwards into 
the work.

It is a wonderful thing to hear from past students 
because they will o$en say that they remember me telling 
them: ‘It’s not necessarily just about making work. Why 
don’t you go and look at existing work?’ "at is exactly 
what I did in going to Nigeria and then coming back, look-
ing at myself and wanting to !nd an identity within this 
place and a means to express it. It was a time, in the 1970s, 
when African countries were gaining independence, 
so there was a huge movement of students from across 
the continent coming together. Identity and the cultural 
evaluation of who you were was a crucial thing. Finding 
ceramics was a means of communicating that and 
a means of re-evaluating what was important to who I was 
as a human being ∙
As told to Vanessa Peterson

Vanessa Peterson is associate editor of frieze. She lives in London, UK. 

Dame Magdalene Odundo is an artist and educator. She is professor 
emerita at the University for the Creative Arts, where she taught from 
1997 to 2014. She lives in Surrey, UK.
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Phoebe Collings-
James, ‘A Scratch! 
A Scratch!’, 2021, 
exhibition view. 
Courtesy: © Phoebe 
Collings-James and 
Camden Art Centre, 
London; photograph: 
Rob Harris

Opposite page
Julia Phillips, 
Oppressor with Soul, 
In Treatment & 
Suppressor with Spirit, 
In Treatment, 2020, 
ceramic, stainless 
steel, nylon hardware, 
dimensions variable.
Courtesy: © Julia 
Phillips and Matthew 
Marks Gallery

Fragile Earth
PHOEBE COLLINGS-JAMES and  

JULIA PHILLIPS discuss the relationship between clay,  
their bodies and the world with Jareh Das 

JAREH  DAS Both of you work with clay as part of your 
wider practice. What drew you to this material and how 
do you engage with its malleability and other physical 
properties, as well as its transformation during the 
making process?

PHOEBE COLLINGS-JAMES When I hear the word ‘mal-
leable’ in relation to clay, I instantly think about the fact 
that it’s reciprocal. From the moment I started working 
sculpturally with various types of clay, I was drawn to the 
fact that, unlike other materials such as plaster and resin, 
it wasn’t a one-way conversation. You don’t just have an 
idea, cast something, or allow something to set, and it 
keeps its form. With clay, there is this constant potential 
for movement – even a!er the "ring process. Reciprocity 
also appears through sculpting and shaping: the clay then 
decides how it feels about its new form, potentially shi!-
ing, cracking or remembering the other con"gurations 
that it had before.

JULIA PHILLIPS I appreciate that thought, Phoebe. Clay 
has di#erent stages, one of them is malleability. $ere’s 
also another stage, fragility, which I am concerned with 
all the time, and I worry about breakage a lot once the 
work leaves my studio. $e very malleable state when the 
clay comes out of the bag is where the work begins and 
the "nal pieces are in%uenced by the "rst manipulations 

of the material. $e casts really take shape when the clay 
becomes ‘leather hard’. I make thin slabs that I press onto 
my body. When I’m taking a chest cast, I’m still breathing 
and moving around with the clay on my skin. I work in the 
studio without assistants, so I handle everything myself. 
I might even work on something else during the drying 
process. Depending on the air conditions, it can take 
a long time for the clay to get leather hard and while I’m 
moving, the clay is moving with me a little bit.

PC-J There is a deep connection between clay and 
the body, although I sometimes feel resistant to discuss 
embodiment in this way since it can feel like an essential-
ist cliché to talk about working with clay and the earth. 
$e ways it resonates with %esh and bodily process or 
metaphorical registers are complex. Clay still can be 
a toxic material. I have asthma irritation because of 
working with silica dust. It’s still mined. $at’s crucial 
to acknowledge.

JD Issues around sustainability and the environment 
I feel should be more prominent in conversations about 
working with clay and ceramics.

PC-J I have guilt about my impact on the environment 
because I’ve also been "ring with a gas kiln. $e speci"c 
way it transforms clay through the process of reduction – 
making it look like earth spawn or some sort of relic – is 
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Dr Jareh Das is a researcher, writer and curator. She is curator of 
‘Body Vessel Clay: Women, Ceramics & Contemporary Art’, which  
will be on view at Two Temple Place, London, UK, from 29 January 
to 24 April 2022. She lives in Nigeria and the UK.

Phoebe Collings-James is an artist and founder of Mudbelly ceramics 
studio, which includes a shop and teaching facility offering free 
ceramics courses for Black people in London, UK, taught by Black 
ceramicists. As the 2021 Freelands Ceramic Fellow, she has a solo 
exhibition at Camden Art Centre, London, ‘A Scratch! A Scratch!’, 
which runs until 23 December. She lives in London.

Julia Phillips is an artist. Her solo exhibition at Matthew Marks Gallery, 
Los Angeles, USA, is on view until 23 December. She lives in Chicago, 
USA, and Berlin, Germany.

hugely desirable. However, it feels scandalous, to be hon-
est, to be still "ring up a gas kiln at this moment. I’m also 
thinking about longevity and degradation, where these 
objects we make will live in the future, and where they will 
exist in relation to the environment. Clay is something 
that will survive us, unlike other materials. I enjoy think-
ing about my work returning to the ancient lineages of 
pottery rubble that exist in our soils, rivers and ditches 
across the world.

JP All the materials I work with – ceramic, metal, 
stone – have a sense of longevity. I wonder how I can make  
sure the work can still be shown when I’m no longer around.  
I don’t really think about degradation, or how my pieces 
will go back into the earth, when they’re shattered on some 
junkpile. But I do think about sustainability as well, work-
ing with multiple layers of glazes and "ring an electric 
kiln. I imagine a renaissance of arte-povera aesthetics in 
the future, driven by the fact that the earth is becoming 
impoverished, while there is such a huge amount of waste.

JD How do drawing and the element of mark-making 
feature in both of your practices and the works that come 
out of them?

JP Drawing plays a key role in my practice, as I plan 
my sculptures through technical drawings. Once the 
ceramic parts are dry and "red, there is no editing of the 
shape, there is no give and take. Because of their in%exibil-
ity, the ceramic components must be fully accommodated 
by other materials that I use. To explain how I envision 
these connections and joints, I use technical drawings to 
work with fabricators.

PC-J I collect symbols, images and ideas by drawing 
them in ink on paper. $ese references then weave their 
way onto the surface of the clay. I think about the pro-
cess sonically because it reminds me of how I approach 
sampling, taking audio from "lms and other tracks, as 
well as doing a lot of recording myself, to create a bank of 
sounds to work from. It’s very similar to the way I work with 
clay. I think about drawing more in the sense of building 
a library of thoughts and visions that then get translated 
and fucked with a bit.

JD How does Black feminist thought inform your work?
PC-J Recently, my main dialogue has been with Alice 

Walker’s book, !e Temple of My Familiar [1989]. It took 
me a year to read, from the beginning of lockdown until 
a couple of months ago. I would "nd myself dipping in and 
out, whenever I had the capacity to engage with it. $e 
stories and the density of spiritual texture that she weaves 
through each of the di#erent characters really touched me. 
Every time I returned to it, I was able to reach a deeper 
understanding of myself and my practice or to "nd what 
I needed. 

JP I am in%uenced by the same generation of Black 
feminist thinkers. My work is rooted in the idea that the 
body is the "rst ground of our experiences. It is precisely 
this thought that brings me to the bodily and mechanical 
metaphors that I use in my work. $is idea derives from the 
artist and thinker Lorraine O’Grady, who explored it in the 
photomontage series ‘BodyGround’ [1991]. Her claim falls 
into an era of Black feminist thinkers that brought up the 
voices of Angela Davis and Patricia Hill Collins – an era 
that witnessed the majority of the last century, upon whose 
shoulders I now stand END

 Working with clay  
isn’t a one-way conversation: 

there is this constant  
potential for movement.

Phoebe Collings-James
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%QNNKPIU�,COGU� YQTMU� CNQPI� VJG� XCUV�
RNCPGU� VJCV�UGRCTCVG� VJG� HQTOU�QH�IGQ�
NQIKECN� VKOG� OCPKHGUV� KP� JGT� EGTCOKEU�
CPF� VJG� ŕGGVKPI� HWIKVKXG� RCEG� QH� JGT�
RGTHQTOCPEGU��9KVJ�VJGUG�VYQ�RQNGU�CU�
CPEJQTU�UJG�RTQEGGFU�KP�C�NQPI�UVTGVEJ�
QH�RQUUKDKNKV[�ETGCVKPI�QDLGEVU��RCKPVKPIU��
XKFGQU�CPF�NKXG�YQTMU�YJKEJ�UKOWNVCPG�
QWUN[� QőGT�� TGHWUG�� EWNVKXCVG� CPF� URQKN��
UJG� NGCXGU� C� NQV� KP� VJG� JCPFU� QH� JGT�
XKGYGTU��UJG�UGPFU�WU�GNUGYJGTG�QPN[�VQ�
ŔPF�VJCV�YG�TGOCKP�UQOGJQY�PGCT�QWT�
QTKIKP��6JTQWIJ�C�O[TKCF�QH�OGFKWOU�
UJG�CNNQYU�ŔZGF�HQTOU�QH�TGRTGUGPVCVKQP�
CPF�RQYGT�VQ�HQNF�KP�QP�VJGOUGNXGU��(QT�
%QNNKPIU�,COGU�DQWPFCTKGU�QőGT�C�HCNUG�
N[� RQTQWU� OGODTCPG�� UGGOKPIN[� UVKNN�
RNKCDNG� DWV� CEVWCNN[� KORGPGVTCDNG�� CPF�
KP�VJKU�XKTVWCN�URCEG�UJG�EQPUVTWEVU�VJG�
RQUUKDKNKV[� QH� CPQVJGT� HQTO� QH� QRGPKPI��
QPG� VJCV� ŕQCVU� NKMG� ICW\G� VJTQWIJ� VJG�
XKGYGTɜU�OKPF��)NKUUCPVɜU�QRCEKV[�OCFG�
OCPKHGUV��
� 6JKU� ICW\G� QH� QRCEKV[� UJTQWFU�
%QNNKPIU�,COGUɜU� EQNNCDQTCVKXG� NKXG�
YQTM�YKVJ�.CUV�;GCT\� +PVGTGUVKPI�0G�
ITQ�
,COKNC�,QJPUQP�5OCNN���Sounds 4 
Survival��6JG�VYQ�UC[�QH�VJG�EQNNCDQTC�
VKQP��ə=N?KHG�ITQYU�DGVYGGP�VJG�ETCEMU�
QH� VJKU� EWTTGPV� ŕGUJ�ɚ� 2TGOKGTKPI� KP�
�����CV�VJG�9[UKPI�2QN[RJQPKE�(GUVK�
XCN��Sounds 4 Survival�KU�RGTHQTOCPEG�
CU� CPVK�CUUKOKNCVKQP�� +PDWKNV� VQ� VJGKT�
KPKVKCN� FGUKTG� QH� UGGMKPI� TGHWIG�� VJG�
CTVKUVU�DGIKP�VQ�WPFQ�VJG�GPXKTQPOGPV�
HTQO�YJKEJ�VJG[�ŕGG�� KP�VJCV�VJG[�CTG�
EQPUVTWEVKPI� C� URCEG� HQT� DNCEM� RGQ�
RNG� VQ� JGCN�� TGQTKGPVKPI� VJGOUGNXGU�
VJTQWIJ� CEVKQPU�� RGTHQTOCPEG�� YQTM�
UJQRU��TGCFKPIU��JGCNKPI�UGUUKQPU��QVJ�
GTYKUG�� VJG[� OCMG� URCEG� VQ� GPICIG�
YKVJ� DQFKGU� VJTQWIJ� KPVKOCVG�� EQP�
VGORNCVKXG��OQXGOGPVU�CPF�CEVU��6JG�
SWGUVKQPU� VJCV� VJG� CTVKUVU� VGCUG� QWV�
CTG�ŔNNGF�YKVJ�ECTG�CPF�KP�VJCV�OQXG�
OGPV� VQYCTFU� VJG� ECNO� GNUGYJGTG�
OCP[� NKOKVU� CTG� VQWEJGF�� GODQFKGF�
CPF�TGNQECVGF��*QY�FQ�YG�FGUVCDKNK\G�
VJG�U[UVGO�YJKNG�UVKNN�GZKUVKPI�CPF�FG�
UKTKPI�YKVJKP� KV!�*QY�FQ�YG�JGCN� VJG�
YQWPFU�QP� VJG�DQFKGU�QH�QWT�CPEGU�
VQTU��GURGEKCNN[�VJQUG�VJCV�YG�ECPPQV�
PCOG!�
� 6JG� YQTMU� VJCV� %QNNKPIU�,COGU�
RTGUGPVU� QP� JGT� QYP� CNN� UGGO� VQ� DG�
VJKPMKPI� QH� VJG� DQF[�� DWV� PQV�YJCV� KV�
NQQMU� NKMG�� TCVJGT� VJG� QVJGT� YC[� VJCV�
VJG�DQF[� KU� HCOKNKCTɌECVEJKPI�C�EJKNN�
QP�[QWT�PGEM�QT�VJG�UWP�UJKPKPI�QPN[�
QP�[QWT�DCTG�UJQWNFGTɌVJG� KORQUUK�
DNG� KPUKFGU�QH�DGKPI�CNKXG��#U� VJQWIJ�
UJG� KU� VJTQYKPI� QWV� VJG� GPVKTG� GOQ�
VKQP�� PQV� CP� GŒI[� QT� C� RTQRQUKVKQP��

*GT� UEWNRVWTCN� KPVGTGUV� KUPɜV� ŔIWTKPI�
VJG� DQF[� CU� OWEJ� CU� KV� KU� ŔIWTKPI�
YKVJKP�VJG�DQF[��1T�NQQMKPI�HTQO�YKVJ�
KP� VJG� VQPIWG� KPUVGCF� QH� WRQP� KV�� 6Q�
DG� VJG�UKPGY[�OWUENG�RWUJKPI�CUKFG�
VJG�JCPF�YJKEJ�OKIJV�CVVGORV�VQ�GP�
VGT�� HQTOKPI� NGVVGTU�� UQOGTUCWNVKPI��
FGOCPFKPI�CPF�FGVGTOKPKPI�C�FGŔP�
KVKXG� WPEGTVCKPV[�� HTGG� HTQO� CP[DQF[�
DGECWUG� VJG� VQPIWG� KU� KVU�QYP�DQF[��
6JKU�XGT[�OWUENG�KU�TGPFGTGF�KP�KVU�HWNN�
WPTWN[�UJKPG�KP������INC\GF�EGTCOKE��
Creep�� RCTV� QH� JGT� GZJKDKVKQP� Choke 
on Your Tongue� CV� VJG� +VCNKCP�%WNVWT�
CN� +PUVKVWVG��CreepɜU� DCD[�TGF�QTCPIG�
VQPIWG� RTQVTWFGU� HTQO� C� UQHV� RKPM�
GPECUKPI��RCTCDQNC�UJCRGF��ŕCVVGPKPI�
QWV�CU�KV�OQXGU�FQYPYCTF��5QOGJQY�
JGCX[� CPF� CPKOCVG�� CreepɜU� VQPIWG�
KU� OKF� UGPVGPEG�� 2CTCDQNC� UKFGU�
	���
	� ���� ���
� ����� ��� ����
�
	�
���VTGWUG�� EQNNGEVKPI� NKIJV� VQ� HQTO�
��������� XKGYKPI�Creep� ����� �
� ��	
�
[QW�OKIJV� UGG� VJG� QWVNKPG� QH� C� DQF[�
HCNNKPI� HQTYCTF� GKVJGT� KP� CPIWKUJ� QT�
VJG�RTGRCTCVKQP�QH�UQOG�SWCUK�HCOKNKCT�
GEUVCU[��5JGɜNN�FQ� VJKU�CICKP�� KP�OQTG�
UEWNRVWTGU� RNC[KPI�YKVJ� SWGUVKQPU� QH�
FQOKPCPEG��JKGTCTEJ[�CPF� KP�RCTVKEW�
NCT�UGVVKPI�WR�C�NKPG�QH�KPSWKT[�CTQWPF�
XQKFU�� 9JQ� OCMGU� CP� QRGPKPI�� YKVJ�
YJCV�VQQNU�CPF�NCPIWCIGU!�*QY�FQGU�
TGUVTCKPV�OCR�KVUGNH�QPVQ�VJG�DQF[�
HQT�
YJQO�CPF�YJ[!�!�(TQO�YJCV�QTKŔEGU�
��
� �
��
�
	� ���
� ������ ���� �����
VWTG�QWT�DGKPI�CPF�YJQ�YCU�KV�VJCV�FKF�
VJG�HTCEVWTKPI!�
� #U� %QNNKPIU�,COGU� EQPVKPWGU�
JGT� NQPI� TGNCVKQPUJKR� YKVJ� EGTCOKEU��
UJG� CNUQ�OCKPVCKPU� YKVJKP� JGT� HQTOU�
CPF�EQNQT�CP�WTIGPV�UGPUG�QH� VTCPUHQT�
OCVKQP�� C� UGPUG� VJCV� OCPKHGUVU� KVUGNH�
KP� DQVJ� VJG� əŔPKUJGFɚ� YQTMU� CPF� KP�
JGT� RTQEGUU�� 5JG� TGOKPFU� OG� CICKP�
QP�VJG�RJQPG�VJCV�JGT�EGTCOKEU�əUVKNN�
RQR�YJGP�VJG[�EQOG�QWV�QH�VJG�MKNP�ɚ�
5QOGJQY�VJG[ɜTG�UVKNN�DTGCVJKPI�VJGO�
UGNXGU� KPVQ� DGKPI�� *GT� UEWNRVWTGU� KP�
VJGKT� ŔPKUJGF� UVCVG� DGIKP� C� FKCNQIWG�
���� �
����� ���
� �
��
� ��� ���
�
CPF� URCEG� FQ� PQV� UQ� TGCFKN[� OCVEJ�
YKVJ�QWT�QYPɌDGKPIU� NKMG� TQEMU�CPF�
OQWPVCKPU��SWCTTKGU�CPF�DGCEJGU�� +P�
And Know That Any Softness Is Strate-
gic�
�������%QNNKPIU�,COGU�RNCEGU�HQWT�
INC\GF�EGTCOKEU�QP�VYQ�YJKVG�EQTPGT�
UJGNXGU��QPG�CDQXG� VJG�QVJGT��QP� VJG�
JKIJGT� UJGNH� UJG� TGXKUKVU� C� HCOKNKCT�
UJCRG��VJG�DCNCPEGF�ETQUU�QT�VJG�HQWT�
UGCUQPU�QT�VJG�RGCEGHWN�ETQUU�QT�VJG�
HQWT� YKPFU�� 6KOG� CPF� NCPIWCIG� CTG�
RWUJGF�KP�CPF�QWV�QH�VJGKT� KFGCN�HQTO�
KPVQ� UQOGVJKPI� OQTG�� 1P� VJG� NQYGT�

UJGNH�QH�And Know That Any Softness Is 
Strategic�VJGTG�CTG�VJTGG�IQDUVQRRGTU��
ENQUGF� QTDU�� GXKFGPEG� QH� %QNNKPIU�
,COGU�IQKPI�CICKPUV�VJG�FGUKTGU�QH�VJG�
YJGGN� WRQP�YJKEJ� VJGUG�YQTMU�YGTG�
TGPFGTGF��6JG�YJGGN�YQWNF� RTGHGT� VQ�
OCMG� C� DQYN�� %QNNKPIU�,COGU� YQWNF�
RTGHGT� UQOGVJKPI� KPVGTPCN�� ENQUGF�� QT�
ENQUKPI�� CNVQIGVJGT� UNKRRGT[�CPF�OWN�
VKHCEGVGF�
� 1XGT� VJG�RJQPG��%QNNKPIU�,COGU�
UC[U� VQ�OG��ə9JCV�FQGU� KV� NQQM� NKMG� VQ�
VCMG�EQPVTQN�QH�RTGECTKV[!ɚ�9JCV�FQGU�
KV�OGCP�GKVJGT�D[�PCVWTG�QH�DGKPI�DNCEM��
QT� DGKPI� RQQT� QT� DGKPI� UQOGVJKPI�
YJKEJ� KU�UGGOKPIN[� əWPUVCDNGɚ�CPF� VQ�
VJGP� CVVGORV� VQ� JCTPGUU� KV� CU� UQOG�
VJKPI� VJCV� YKNN� PGXGT� TGCNN[� DGPF� VQ� C�
JCTPGUU��2TGECTKV[�UVTWIINGU�VQ�DG�JGNF�
KP�VJG�JCPF�QT�OKPF��KV�OQXGU�VJTQWIJ�
VJG� DQF[�� +VU� UWDLGEVU� CPF� FQOKPKQP�
CTG� KP� C� UVCVG� QH� GTTCPV� FGUVTWEVKQP�� C�
TQWPF� QDLGEV� DCNCPEKPI� QP� CPQVJGT�
TQWPF� QDLGEV� QT� VJG� NQPI� VTGOQTU� QH�
DQFKGU�RCUV�VJCV�FYGNN�YKVJKP�WU�CNN��
� %QNNKPIU�,COGU�OGPFU�VJKU�UGP�
VKOGPV� VQ� JGT� ŔNO� Mother Tongue, 
Mother Master� 
������� (KNOGF� HTQO�
JGT� UJQWNFGTU� WR�� VJG� CTVKUV� YGCTU�
KFGPVKECN� NKVVNG� DGNNU� VKGF� VQ� VJG� TGF�
RNCUVKE�QH�C�DCI� VQ�JQNF�UQOG�UQTV�QH�
EKVTWU�� 6JG� DCI� NKIJVN[� RWUJGU� JGT�
HCEG�KPYCTF��JGT�PGEM�DCNCPEKPI��UJG�
UJCMGU�JGT�JGCF�CPF�KV�DGEQOGU�ENGCT�
VJCV� VJGTG� KU� C� RCTCNNCZ� DGVYGGP� VJG�
UQWPFVTCEM� CPF� JGT� OQXGOGPVU�� [GV�
UQOGJQY�VJG[�HGGN�EQORNGVGN[�EQPPGEV�
GF�� #U� UJG� OQXGU� JGT� JGCF� DCEM� CPF�
HQTVJ��HQTYCTF�CPF�DCEMYCTF��OQXKPI�VJG�
DGNNU�UYKPIKPI�KP�WPUGCNGF�WPKUQP��KV�DG�
EQOGU�JCTF�VQ�VGNN�KH�UJG�KU�FTQYPKPI�QWV�
VJG�UQWPFVTCEM�QT� KH� KV� KU�FTQYPKPI�QWV�
JGT��5JG�EQPVKPWGU�VQ�NGV�VJG�DGNNU�OQXG�
HTGGN[��QRGPKPI�CPF�ENQUKPI�JGT�OQWVJ��
HGGNKPI�VJG�YGKIJV�QH�VJG�DGNNU�CPF�VJGP�
UWFFGPN[�� CU� VJG� UQWPFVTCEM� YCPGU�
UQ� VQQ� FQGU� %QNNKPIU�,COGU�� WPVKN� UJG�
VCMGU�Qő�VJG�KPUVTWOGPV��
� 9JCNGU� EQOOWPKECVG� CPF� ŔPF�
VJGKT� YC[� VJTQWIJ� VJG� UGC� XKC� GEJQ�
NQECVKQP�� 6JG[� UGPF� QWV� C� UQWPF�
CPF� KV� EQOGU� DCEM� VQ� VJGO�� OQXKPI�
VJTQWIJ�C� NCTIG�OCUU� KP� VJGKT�JGCFU��
9G�MPQY�PQY�VJCV�CEVWCNN[�VJG[�RQU�
UGUU� C� URCTG� UEGPV� YJKEJ� KU� C� HQTO�
QH� GOQVKQPCN� OCRRKPI�� 6JG� UQWPF�
VJCV� VJG[�UGPF�QWVYCTF� VQ� TGEGKXG�QT�
VJG� UQWPFU� VJCV� VJG[� JGCT� CTTKXG� KP�
VJGKT� DQFKGU� CU� C� EQORNGVG� GOQVKQP��
PQ� VTCPUNCVKQP�� +H� UQOGQPG�ECNNU� [QWT�
PCOG�[QW�ECP�HGGN�VJG�ECNNKPI�KP�VQGU��
VJKIJU��ŔPIGTU�CPF�PQUG��6JG[�OKIJV�
UC[��ə+�ECNN�[QW��DG�KP�TGNCVKQP�VQ�OG�ɚ�D
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COLLINGS-JAMES
%QNNKPIU�,COGU� YQTMU� CNQPI� VJG� XCUV�
RNCPGU� VJCV�UGRCTCVG� VJG� HQTOU�QH�IGQ�
NQIKECN� VKOG� OCPKHGUV� KP� JGT� EGTCOKEU�
CPF� VJG� ŕGGVKPI� HWIKVKXG� RCEG� QH� JGT�
RGTHQTOCPEGU��9KVJ�VJGUG�VYQ�RQNGU�CU�
CPEJQTU�UJG�RTQEGGFU�KP�C�NQPI�UVTGVEJ�
QH�RQUUKDKNKV[�ETGCVKPI�QDLGEVU��RCKPVKPIU��
XKFGQU�CPF�NKXG�YQTMU�YJKEJ�UKOWNVCPG�
QWUN[� QőGT�� TGHWUG�� EWNVKXCVG� CPF� URQKN��
UJG� NGCXGU� C� NQV� KP� VJG� JCPFU� QH� JGT�
XKGYGTU��UJG�UGPFU�WU�GNUGYJGTG�QPN[�VQ�
ŔPF�VJCV�YG�TGOCKP�UQOGJQY�PGCT�QWT�
QTKIKP��6JTQWIJ�C�O[TKCF�QH�OGFKWOU�
UJG�CNNQYU�ŔZGF�HQTOU�QH�TGRTGUGPVCVKQP�
CPF�RQYGT�VQ�HQNF�KP�QP�VJGOUGNXGU��(QT�
%QNNKPIU�,COGU�DQWPFCTKGU�QőGT�C�HCNUG�
N[� RQTQWU� OGODTCPG�� UGGOKPIN[� UVKNN�
RNKCDNG� DWV� CEVWCNN[� KORGPGVTCDNG�� CPF�
KP�VJKU�XKTVWCN�URCEG�UJG�EQPUVTWEVU�VJG�
RQUUKDKNKV[� QH� CPQVJGT� HQTO� QH� QRGPKPI��
QPG� VJCV� ŕQCVU� NKMG� ICW\G� VJTQWIJ� VJG�
XKGYGTɜU�OKPF��)NKUUCPVɜU�QRCEKV[�OCFG�
OCPKHGUV��
� 6JKU� ICW\G� QH� QRCEKV[� UJTQWFU�
%QNNKPIU�,COGUɜU� EQNNCDQTCVKXG� NKXG�
YQTM�YKVJ�.CUV�;GCT\� +PVGTGUVKPI�0G�
ITQ�
,COKNC�,QJPUQP�5OCNN���Sounds 4 
Survival��6JG�VYQ�UC[�QH�VJG�EQNNCDQTC�
VKQP��ə=N?KHG�ITQYU�DGVYGGP�VJG�ETCEMU�
QH� VJKU� EWTTGPV� ŕGUJ�ɚ� 2TGOKGTKPI� KP�
�����CV�VJG�9[UKPI�2QN[RJQPKE�(GUVK�
XCN��Sounds 4 Survival�KU�RGTHQTOCPEG�
CU� CPVK�CUUKOKNCVKQP�� +PDWKNV� VQ� VJGKT�
KPKVKCN� FGUKTG� QH� UGGMKPI� TGHWIG�� VJG�
CTVKUVU�DGIKP�VQ�WPFQ�VJG�GPXKTQPOGPV�
HTQO�YJKEJ�VJG[�ŕGG�� KP�VJCV�VJG[�CTG�
EQPUVTWEVKPI� C� URCEG� HQT� DNCEM� RGQ�
RNG� VQ� JGCN�� TGQTKGPVKPI� VJGOUGNXGU�
VJTQWIJ� CEVKQPU�� RGTHQTOCPEG�� YQTM�
UJQRU��TGCFKPIU��JGCNKPI�UGUUKQPU��QVJ�
GTYKUG�� VJG[� OCMG� URCEG� VQ� GPICIG�
YKVJ� DQFKGU� VJTQWIJ� KPVKOCVG�� EQP�
VGORNCVKXG��OQXGOGPVU�CPF�CEVU��6JG�
SWGUVKQPU� VJCV� VJG� CTVKUVU� VGCUG� QWV�
CTG�ŔNNGF�YKVJ�ECTG�CPF�KP�VJCV�OQXG�
OGPV� VQYCTFU� VJG� ECNO� GNUGYJGTG�
OCP[� NKOKVU� CTG� VQWEJGF�� GODQFKGF�
CPF�TGNQECVGF��*QY�FQ�YG�FGUVCDKNK\G�
VJG�U[UVGO�YJKNG�UVKNN�GZKUVKPI�CPF�FG�
UKTKPI�YKVJKP� KV!�*QY�FQ�YG�JGCN� VJG�
YQWPFU�QP� VJG�DQFKGU�QH�QWT�CPEGU�
VQTU��GURGEKCNN[�VJQUG�VJCV�YG�ECPPQV�
PCOG!�
� 6JG� YQTMU� VJCV� %QNNKPIU�,COGU�
RTGUGPVU� QP� JGT� QYP� CNN� UGGO� VQ� DG�
VJKPMKPI� QH� VJG� DQF[�� DWV� PQV�YJCV� KV�
NQQMU� NKMG�� TCVJGT� VJG� QVJGT� YC[� VJCV�
VJG�DQF[� KU� HCOKNKCTɌECVEJKPI�C�EJKNN�
QP�[QWT�PGEM�QT�VJG�UWP�UJKPKPI�QPN[�
QP�[QWT�DCTG�UJQWNFGTɌVJG� KORQUUK�
DNG� KPUKFGU�QH�DGKPI�CNKXG��#U� VJQWIJ�
UJG� KU� VJTQYKPI� QWV� VJG� GPVKTG� GOQ�
VKQP�� PQV� CP� GŒI[� QT� C� RTQRQUKVKQP��

*GT� UEWNRVWTCN� KPVGTGUV� KUPɜV� ŔIWTKPI�
VJG� DQF[� CU� OWEJ� CU� KV� KU� ŔIWTKPI�
YKVJKP�VJG�DQF[��1T�NQQMKPI�HTQO�YKVJ�
KP� VJG� VQPIWG� KPUVGCF� QH� WRQP� KV�� 6Q�
DG� VJG�UKPGY[�OWUENG�RWUJKPI�CUKFG�
VJG�JCPF�YJKEJ�OKIJV�CVVGORV�VQ�GP�
VGT�� HQTOKPI� NGVVGTU�� UQOGTUCWNVKPI��
FGOCPFKPI�CPF�FGVGTOKPKPI�C�FGŔP�
KVKXG� WPEGTVCKPV[�� HTGG� HTQO� CP[DQF[�
DGECWUG� VJG� VQPIWG� KU� KVU�QYP�DQF[��
6JKU�XGT[�OWUENG�KU�TGPFGTGF�KP�KVU�HWNN�
WPTWN[�UJKPG�KP������INC\GF�EGTCOKE��
Creep�� RCTV� QH� JGT� GZJKDKVKQP� Choke 
on Your Tongue� CV� VJG� +VCNKCP�%WNVWT�
CN� +PUVKVWVG��CreepɜU� DCD[�TGF�QTCPIG�
VQPIWG� RTQVTWFGU� HTQO� C� UQHV� RKPM�
GPECUKPI��RCTCDQNC�UJCRGF��ŕCVVGPKPI�
QWV�CU�KV�OQXGU�FQYPYCTF��5QOGJQY�
JGCX[� CPF� CPKOCVG�� CreepɜU� VQPIWG�
KU� OKF� UGPVGPEG�� 2CTCDQNC� UKFGU�
	���
	� ���� ���
� ����� ��� ����
�
	�
���VTGWUG�� EQNNGEVKPI� NKIJV� VQ� HQTO�
��������� XKGYKPI�Creep� ����� �
� ��	
�
[QW�OKIJV� UGG� VJG� QWVNKPG� QH� C� DQF[�
HCNNKPI� HQTYCTF� GKVJGT� KP� CPIWKUJ� QT�
VJG�RTGRCTCVKQP�QH�UQOG�SWCUK�HCOKNKCT�
GEUVCU[��5JGɜNN�FQ� VJKU�CICKP�� KP�OQTG�
UEWNRVWTGU� RNC[KPI�YKVJ� SWGUVKQPU� QH�
FQOKPCPEG��JKGTCTEJ[�CPF� KP�RCTVKEW�
NCT�UGVVKPI�WR�C�NKPG�QH�KPSWKT[�CTQWPF�
XQKFU�� 9JQ� OCMGU� CP� QRGPKPI�� YKVJ�
YJCV�VQQNU�CPF�NCPIWCIGU!�*QY�FQGU�
TGUVTCKPV�OCR�KVUGNH�QPVQ�VJG�DQF[�
HQT�
YJQO�CPF�YJ[!�!�(TQO�YJCV�QTKŔEGU�
��
� �
��
�
	� ���
� ������ ���� �����
VWTG�QWT�DGKPI�CPF�YJQ�YCU�KV�VJCV�FKF�
VJG�HTCEVWTKPI!�
� #U� %QNNKPIU�,COGU� EQPVKPWGU�
JGT� NQPI� TGNCVKQPUJKR� YKVJ� EGTCOKEU��
UJG� CNUQ�OCKPVCKPU� YKVJKP� JGT� HQTOU�
CPF�EQNQT�CP�WTIGPV�UGPUG�QH� VTCPUHQT�
OCVKQP�� C� UGPUG� VJCV� OCPKHGUVU� KVUGNH�
KP� DQVJ� VJG� əŔPKUJGFɚ� YQTMU� CPF� KP�
JGT� RTQEGUU�� 5JG� TGOKPFU� OG� CICKP�
QP�VJG�RJQPG�VJCV�JGT�EGTCOKEU�əUVKNN�
RQR�YJGP�VJG[�EQOG�QWV�QH�VJG�MKNP�ɚ�
5QOGJQY�VJG[ɜTG�UVKNN�DTGCVJKPI�VJGO�
UGNXGU� KPVQ� DGKPI�� *GT� UEWNRVWTGU� KP�
VJGKT� ŔPKUJGF� UVCVG� DGIKP� C� FKCNQIWG�
���� �
����� ���
� �
��
� ��� ���
�
CPF� URCEG� FQ� PQV� UQ� TGCFKN[� OCVEJ�
YKVJ�QWT�QYPɌDGKPIU� NKMG� TQEMU�CPF�
OQWPVCKPU��SWCTTKGU�CPF�DGCEJGU�� +P�
And Know That Any Softness Is Strate-
gic�
�������%QNNKPIU�,COGU�RNCEGU�HQWT�
INC\GF�EGTCOKEU�QP�VYQ�YJKVG�EQTPGT�
UJGNXGU��QPG�CDQXG� VJG�QVJGT��QP� VJG�
JKIJGT� UJGNH� UJG� TGXKUKVU� C� HCOKNKCT�
UJCRG��VJG�DCNCPEGF�ETQUU�QT�VJG�HQWT�
UGCUQPU�QT�VJG�RGCEGHWN�ETQUU�QT�VJG�
HQWT� YKPFU�� 6KOG� CPF� NCPIWCIG� CTG�
RWUJGF�KP�CPF�QWV�QH�VJGKT� KFGCN�HQTO�
KPVQ� UQOGVJKPI� OQTG�� 1P� VJG� NQYGT�

UJGNH�QH�And Know That Any Softness Is 
Strategic�VJGTG�CTG�VJTGG�IQDUVQRRGTU��
ENQUGF� QTDU�� GXKFGPEG� QH� %QNNKPIU�
,COGU�IQKPI�CICKPUV�VJG�FGUKTGU�QH�VJG�
YJGGN� WRQP�YJKEJ� VJGUG�YQTMU�YGTG�
TGPFGTGF��6JG�YJGGN�YQWNF� RTGHGT� VQ�
OCMG� C� DQYN�� %QNNKPIU�,COGU� YQWNF�
RTGHGT� UQOGVJKPI� KPVGTPCN�� ENQUGF�� QT�
ENQUKPI�� CNVQIGVJGT� UNKRRGT[�CPF�OWN�
VKHCEGVGF�
� 1XGT� VJG�RJQPG��%QNNKPIU�,COGU�
UC[U� VQ�OG��ə9JCV�FQGU� KV� NQQM� NKMG� VQ�
VCMG�EQPVTQN�QH�RTGECTKV[!ɚ�9JCV�FQGU�
KV�OGCP�GKVJGT�D[�PCVWTG�QH�DGKPI�DNCEM��
QT� DGKPI� RQQT� QT� DGKPI� UQOGVJKPI�
YJKEJ� KU�UGGOKPIN[� əWPUVCDNGɚ�CPF� VQ�
VJGP� CVVGORV� VQ� JCTPGUU� KV� CU� UQOG�
VJKPI� VJCV� YKNN� PGXGT� TGCNN[� DGPF� VQ� C�
JCTPGUU��2TGECTKV[�UVTWIINGU�VQ�DG�JGNF�
KP�VJG�JCPF�QT�OKPF��KV�OQXGU�VJTQWIJ�
VJG� DQF[�� +VU� UWDLGEVU� CPF� FQOKPKQP�
CTG� KP� C� UVCVG� QH� GTTCPV� FGUVTWEVKQP�� C�
TQWPF� QDLGEV� DCNCPEKPI� QP� CPQVJGT�
TQWPF� QDLGEV� QT� VJG� NQPI� VTGOQTU� QH�
DQFKGU�RCUV�VJCV�FYGNN�YKVJKP�WU�CNN��
� %QNNKPIU�,COGU�OGPFU�VJKU�UGP�
VKOGPV� VQ� JGT� ŔNO� Mother Tongue, 
Mother Master� 
������� (KNOGF� HTQO�
JGT� UJQWNFGTU� WR�� VJG� CTVKUV� YGCTU�
KFGPVKECN� NKVVNG� DGNNU� VKGF� VQ� VJG� TGF�
RNCUVKE�QH�C�DCI� VQ�JQNF�UQOG�UQTV�QH�
EKVTWU�� 6JG� DCI� NKIJVN[� RWUJGU� JGT�
HCEG�KPYCTF��JGT�PGEM�DCNCPEKPI��UJG�
UJCMGU�JGT�JGCF�CPF�KV�DGEQOGU�ENGCT�
VJCV� VJGTG� KU� C� RCTCNNCZ� DGVYGGP� VJG�
UQWPFVTCEM� CPF� JGT� OQXGOGPVU�� [GV�
UQOGJQY�VJG[�HGGN�EQORNGVGN[�EQPPGEV�
GF�� #U� UJG� OQXGU� JGT� JGCF� DCEM� CPF�
HQTVJ��HQTYCTF�CPF�DCEMYCTF��OQXKPI�VJG�
DGNNU�UYKPIKPI�KP�WPUGCNGF�WPKUQP��KV�DG�
EQOGU�JCTF�VQ�VGNN�KH�UJG�KU�FTQYPKPI�QWV�
VJG�UQWPFVTCEM�QT� KH� KV� KU�FTQYPKPI�QWV�
JGT��5JG�EQPVKPWGU�VQ�NGV�VJG�DGNNU�OQXG�
HTGGN[��QRGPKPI�CPF�ENQUKPI�JGT�OQWVJ��
HGGNKPI�VJG�YGKIJV�QH�VJG�DGNNU�CPF�VJGP�
UWFFGPN[�� CU� VJG� UQWPFVTCEM� YCPGU�
UQ� VQQ� FQGU� %QNNKPIU�,COGU�� WPVKN� UJG�
VCMGU�Qő�VJG�KPUVTWOGPV��
� 9JCNGU� EQOOWPKECVG� CPF� ŔPF�
VJGKT� YC[� VJTQWIJ� VJG� UGC� XKC� GEJQ�
NQECVKQP�� 6JG[� UGPF� QWV� C� UQWPF�
CPF� KV� EQOGU� DCEM� VQ� VJGO�� OQXKPI�
VJTQWIJ�C� NCTIG�OCUU� KP� VJGKT�JGCFU��
9G�MPQY�PQY�VJCV�CEVWCNN[�VJG[�RQU�
UGUU� C� URCTG� UEGPV� YJKEJ� KU� C� HQTO�
QH� GOQVKQPCN� OCRRKPI�� 6JG� UQWPF�
VJCV� VJG[�UGPF�QWVYCTF� VQ� TGEGKXG�QT�
VJG� UQWPFU� VJCV� VJG[� JGCT� CTTKXG� KP�
VJGKT� DQFKGU� CU� C� EQORNGVG� GOQVKQP��
PQ� VTCPUNCVKQP�� +H� UQOGQPG�ECNNU� [QWT�
PCOG�[QW�ECP�HGGN�VJG�ECNNKPI�KP�VQGU��
VJKIJU��ŔPIGTU�CPF�PQUG��6JG[�OKIJV�
UC[��ə+�ECNN�[QW��DG�KP�TGNCVKQP�VQ�OG�ɚ�D
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“Everything you can imagine is real.” Pablo Picasso

I had the privilege of attending the pre-launch of the you feel me_ exhibition at FACT Liverpool, yesterday. 
Two captivating visual rooms that are previewing an alternative world where social constructs are disman-
tled. The cleverly curated exhibition by Helen Starr, you feel me_ explores and deconstructs power, in a way 
that allows the viewers to question who are the implementors and where does accountability lie. In parallel 
[V�[OPZ��^L�HSZV�NL[�[V�ZLL�[OL�WLYZWLJ[P]L�VM�OV^�[OL�VWWYLZZLK�UH]PNH[L�[OYV\NO�[OLZL�Z[Y\J[\YLZ�HUK�ÄUK�
OLHSPUN�[OYV\NO�VUL»Z�PTHNPUH[PVU��;OL�NHSSLY`�ZWHJL�PZ�YLÅLJ[P]L�VM�JVTPUN�[VNL[OLY��H�^VYSK�^OLYL�L]LY`-
one’s story has room to be heard without drowning out another. The bells of Phoebe Collings- James’s 
installation, in harmony with Rebecca Allen’s digital video sound – housed in the dark evokes calmness and 
the restoration of peace within. A contradiction to the world I had just stepped out of upon entering FACT.
)LPUN�H�ISHJR�^VTHU��0�^HU[LK�[V�YLÅLJ[�VU�[OL�KHPS`�ZVJPHS�WYLQ\KPJL�0�MHJL�ILMVYL�0�LU[LYLK��HUK�[OL�[OYLL�
main perpetrating systems that cause friction in my growth are Racism, Sexism and Colonialism. Therefore, 
I found myself deeply connected to these artists, in particular, Phoebe Collings-James, Salma Noor and 
Brandon Covington Sam-Sumana. Although all installations were equally as powerful, these three artist got 
me thinking and feeling.

Throughout the exhibition, Salma Noor’s delicate contribution of deconstructed images guides us. The 
images comprised of her family and other historical people of colour. Being a part of the diaspora, I have 
MV\UK�P[�]LY`�KPɉJ\S[�[V�ILSVUN�HUK�MLLS�H[�OVTL��,ZWLJPHSS`�^OLU�P[�JVTLZ�[V�]PZ\HS�YLWYLZLU[H[PVU��[OL�
west hasn’t been inclusive in documenting our contribution. Seeing the images on the wall was empower-
ing and brought new meaning to what it means to be African and dispersed.

Continuing through the exhibition, the hypnotic bells chiming while stood amongst the hoods resonated 
with me. The motion of Phoebe’s head with her restless hands and expressions I witnessed on the digital 
screen, was symbolic of black women’s struggle. Daily we are asked to perform in a white world; we have 
to battle social norms that are designed, so that we fall short each time – an exhausting process and yet 
through rituals (like the bells ringing) and resilience we repair and heal to reclaim our liberation.

)YHUKVU»Z�^VYR�VYNHUPJHSS`�MVSSV^Z�7OVLIL»Z�JVSSLJ[PVU��^OPJO�0�MLS[�^HZ�Ä[[PUN�HZ�*V]PUN[VU�:HT�:\THUH�
explores accountability and the importance of ownership. For me, this is an area that is normally cloaked 
in fragility. Society’s oppressors are not very forthcoming in taking responsibility, for censoring and revising 
stories that could rebirth a new world perspective. Tools such as religion, curriculum and even Art, have 
been used as a method of control and power. Brandon’s installation Life is...Grand II: Anatomy of Apology, 
uses Mesh’s book Jus Wanna leave This Ni**a to get this point across wittily. It’s a story about a woman 
who is struggling in her marriage to an abusive womaniser. Showing that true liberation is achieved when 
we can tell and write our own stories and bring into fruition a world that allows us to present ourselves the 
way we want to be seen. The beauty in this work for me was the opportunity for reparation, the hope for 
forgiveness and bringing light to how powerful an apology can be. It’s not in the way of highlighting the 
wrong, but to educate, Brandon concludes with a boldly placed document on the wall with a suggestive list 
of ways to apologise.

`V\�MLLS�TLF�PZ�H�T\Z[�ZLL��H�ZHML�ZWHJL�MVY�WLVWSL�`LHYUPUN�JOHUNL�HUK�UL^�^VYSK�VYKLY��;OYV\NO�KPɈLY-
ent forms of creativity, collectively, this exhibition encourages healing and critical thinking, both of which are 
needed to revolt systemic prejudices that uphold power and abuse.

https://www.femzinelondon.com/you-feel-me-fact-liverpool
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Art as a profession runs in tandem for me with several other things I call jobs – a balancing act to carve out the 
time and space to be an artist. !e career of art exists with such precarity that I choose to separate it mentally 
from the act of being an artist. !at is something I know I will always have with me, a life’s work.

It is funny to think about art as a job as it could be a bleak career choice! In the job of an artist, you should expect 
long hours for little or no pay; when you do get a gig, doing a panel, workshop or teaching, you are too o"en 
expected to labour for free – something we have to stand up against, and resistance to which falls dispro- portion-
ately on the most marginalised people. Working in art is competitive, with few sustainable positions – unless you 
make it to a position of art establishment, which then opens up a new web of problems in itself. I’m still trying 
to work out how a person can possibly be anti-establishment while living in the belly of the beast. So perhaps it 
is better to talk less about what it is as a job and instead focus on what being an artist means to me, which is a 
position I feel I can be more certain about as the decades roll on.

I make work #rstly and foremost for myself; its sustenance feeds my soul and eases an o"en rabid mind. !e most 
rewarding aspect of being an artist is that my work continues to teach me new things, allowing me to follow my 
intuition by interrogating the things I create on impulse but have yet to reckon with intellectually. In this sense 
it feels as though the work is always a few steps ahead of me – the act of making is a constant process of learning 
and listening.

Only a!er that do I begin to think about how it might a"ect others when it enters into public space. #ese new 
relationships that are built between me and the people experiencing the work are important and I always hope 
that they allow the work to grow beyond my hands, allowing us to feel mutually seen. "Primordial Soup", an 
immersive sound installation I created in New York last year, revealed the richness of connecting in this way 
– with some people coming to experience the work several times, it felt like a huge achievement; the work was 
being heard and understood in the wave-like form I had wanted it to unfold.

Day to day I aspire to a disciplined routine. A close friend of mine once told me that I would never make a 
good housewife because I lack discipline and consistency, an opinion that I have both cherished and resented 
ever since. #e truth in their statement reveals itself in my weekly routines, which are started with best inten-
tions and slowly unravel to a sleep-deprived chaos. A recent typical day 
would usually start at around 9.30 with emails, then a Spanish lesson 
over Skype, sometimes I do yoga at home or at a class before travelling to 
my studio. Once there, if I don’t have anything immediate to get on with, 
I try to read or make drawings as a way of getting into a mood.

I like Mondays because it always feels to me like a new start and a chance 
to try things again! My best working hours are at night, which I try to 
give space for as much as possible. Case in point: I am writing this line at 
a civilised 6.45am but I have been up since midnight.

Sculpture de$nes the approach I have to making things; I like to build 
even when I am working on a %atter surface like paper or canvas. I enjoy 
discovering new ways to engage with old materials and getting dirty, 
especially paint, plaster and clay, which are all malleable and somewhat 
magic. In other processes I also attempt to transform the codes of ev-
eryday found or used stu", working with the fabrics that have been rel-
egated to waste, teasing out new potentials in their objecthood. Most 
recently this has included fruit nets and plastic postal sacking that were 



destined for a new ecosystem in land!ll or an ocean. I do this work in order to tell the stories of black and 
brown people like me who share ancestral connections to these trade routes.

A highlight this year has been working with the Studio Museum in Harlem, a self-described nexus for artists of 
African descent. I was honoured to be part of their Harlem Postcards project. It was a unique opportunity for 
me, being from the UK where black arts have historically been marginalised – to show work not only in a black 
arts space but to a majority black crowd was especially poignant.

I had always dreamed of doing something artistic 'when I grew up', whether that be dance, music or designing 
clothes. "ere was a determined moment in my teens when I wanted to be a lawyer – some particularly tough 
family stu# was happening and I thought that I would be able to 
save people who had been failed by the state like we had – but I 
quickly realised that I may not be suited to uniquely demanding, 
and bureaucratic work. "at said, I can de!nitely see myself having 
other jobs in the future, possibly pursuing the ways in which art can 
have a more tangible e#ect socially through therapy or teaching.

I am a little suspicious of the idea of responsibility as an artist, know-
ing it can o$en get confused with a respectability politic that I stand 
against. On the %ip side, I have a great appreciation for the potential 
to create dialogue and make people feel good. I value the freedom I 
have to express myself in my work and I would like to think I could 
go some way in helping others make space for themselves, too. I 
have the words Angela Davis [an American political activist] shared 
from her mother ringing in my ears: "Just because this is the way 
things are now does not mean that it's the way things should be, or 
will always be."

http://www.re!nery29.uk/2018/01/184698/working-as-an-artist-
phoebe-collings-james



These days there is no shortage of exhibitions focusing on the body in general and the 
female body in particular. Yet this is to be expected, since the exploration of this issue is as 
\YNLU[�HUK�[VWPJHS�HZ�L]LY��,]LU�ZV��[OPZ�NYV\W�ZOV^�VɈLYZ�H�KPɈLYLU[�HWWYVHJO��JVUULJ[PUN�
[OL�^VYRZ�[OYV\NO�YLMLYLUJLZ��ZVTL�VI]PV\Z��ZVTL�UV[��[V�[OL�LWVU`TV\Z��� ��ZOVY[�Z[VY`�
by feminist Charlotte Perkins Gilman – a tale that obviously hasn’t lost importance for female 
HY[PZ[Z�ZPUJL�P[�^HZ�ÄYZ[�KLWSV`LK�PU�-LTPUPZ[�(Y[�7YVNYHT»Z�>VTHUOV\ZL�L_OPIP[PVU�PU�3VZ�
(UNLSLZ�PU�� ���

0U�IYPLM��.PSTHU»Z�Z[VY`�[LSSZ�VM�H�MLTHSL�JOHYHJ[LY�JVUÄULK�[V�H�YVVT�[V�YLJV]LY�MYVT�ºULY]-
ous exhaustion’. There she discovers a woman imprisoned inside the pattern
VM�[OL�YVVT»Z�^HSSWHWLY��^OPJO�ZOL�ILNPUZ�[V�YPW�VɈ��L]LU[\HSS`�OHSS\JPUH[PUN�[OH[�[OL�^VTHU�
is herself, descending into insanity along the way. If the story is dominated by techniques
MVY�[OL�WH[OVSVNPZPUN�VM�^VTLUOVVK��[OL�^VYRZ�OLYL��I`�[OL�Ä]L�MLTHSL�HY[PZ[Z��MVJ\Z�PUZ[LHK
on the leitmotif of the madness-inducing incompatibility between self-image, the image
of women and an actual woman. For example, in her sombre all-over paintings Tar Baby #7
HUK�;HY�)HI`�
���IV[O��������7OVLIL�*VSSPUNZ��1HTLZ�OHZ�HWWSPLK�H�^PSKS`�WH[[LYULK�ISHJR�
colour using the sole of her foot. 

The extent to whichshe uses this Carolee Schneeman-inspired painting technique to create 
JV\U[LYPTHNLZ�VM�MLTHSL�JVYWVYHSP[`�ILJVTLZ�JSLHY�^OLU�JVU[YHZ[LK�^P[O�*\U[���������;OPZ�
insult is repeatedly written, in baby blue, on a dirty cleaning rag, summarising a misogynistic 
view of women as contemptible domestic workers.

The Yellow Wallpaper 
Ginerva Gambino, Cologne
���5V]LTILY¶���+LJLTILY������

A more humorous path is taken by Ebecho Muslimova, whose satirical ink drawings
show her alter ego Fatebe, a naked pop-eyed corpulent, who variously uses her body and
P[Z�VYPÄJLZ�MVY�OLY�LU[LY[HPUTLU[��MVY�L_HTWSL�HZ�H�O\THU�J\Y[HPU�JSPW�PU�-H[LIL�^PUKV^
J\Y[HPU���������^OLYLPU�[OL�J\Y[HPU�NVLZ�PU[V�OLY�TV\[O�HUK�LTLYNLZ�HNHPU�ZVTL^OLYL�
below her waistline. The raw activism of this cartoon character almost functions as an an-
tithesis to the woman in Gilman’s story, who is compelled to lie still as part of a resting cure, 
because medical science at the time related physical stimuli to female hysteria.

4V]LTLU[Z�VM�MLTHSL�ÅLZO�HYL�HSZV�JLU[YHS�[V�=HULZZH�*VU[L»Z�7VSPZOLK�6\[���������*VU-
structed in panels like pages of a graphic novel, the drawing shows how a woman’s dead 
[VV[O�PZ�]PVSLU[S`�L_[YHJ[LK�MYVT�OLY�TV\[O��;OL�ÅHWWPUN�VM�JOLLRZ�HM[LY�H�ZSHW�[V�[OL�MHJL�VY�
[OL�PU[Y\ZPVU�VM�ÄUNLYZ�PU[V�[OL�VYHS�JH]P[`�HYL�HSS�L_HNNLYH[LK�PU�[OL�RPUK�VM�WYV�]PVSLUJL
MHZOPVU�^L�HZZVJPH[L�^P[O��ZH �̀�8\LU[PU�;HYHU[PUV»Z�ÄSTZ��;OPZ�YLHSS`�PZ�HU�VYN`�VM�KLTLHUPUN�
brutality. Initially the combination of American pulp and sexualised violence seems high-
S`�WYVISLTH[PJ��@L[�[OPZ�JVUJLYU�SHYNLS`�KPZHWWLHYZ�HZ�ZVVU�HZ�VUL�ÅPJRZ�[OYV\NO�*VU[L»Z�
ZOVY[�Z[VY`�JVSSLJ[PVU�*\YLZ�MVY�7V\[PUN�.PYSZ���������HSZV�VU�KPZWSH �̀�;OLZL�[HSLZ��PUZWPYLK�
I`�[OL�NLUYL�VM�JVYWVYHS�W\UPZOTLU[�ÄJ[PVU��^LSS�RUV^U�]PH�-PM[`�:OHKLZ�VM�.YL �̀��������HSZV�
show female caricatures with enormous breasts and water- melon-size bums being sexually 
humiliated by angry men, as a punishment for... nothing much really. By means of this unre-
Z[YHPULK��\S[YH��NYHWOPJ�HTWSPÄJH[PVU�VM�JHZ\HS�ZL_PZT��PU�Z[VYPLZ�^P[O�[P[SLZ�Z\JO�HZ�º.VPUN�
Down’ or ‘Pamela’s Hard Day’, Conte forges a clever connection with Gilman’s portrayal of a 
cure that was aimed at women’s minds but intended for their bodies.

The dark, at times cynical humour in most works, especially in those by Conte and Muslimo-
va, manages to remove the sour taste of moralism from this bitter topic. Nonetheless, it’s a 
damning indictment of how women are viewed in our times that Gilman’s story continues to 
be a reference point for young female artists – even if, as here, it’s wittily mobilised. 
       
       - Moritz Scheper

;YHUZSH[LK�MYVT�[OL�.LYTHU�I`�2L]PU�2LUULK`



Alongside A.L. Steiner at Arcadia Missa in Peckham as part of the London-wide exhibition CONDO, Phoe-
be’s work continues to revolve around absence, with a series of watercolour paintings of symbol-heavy 
animals; horses, she-wolfs, a magical chimera that is part medusa and part Pegasus, a hydra, all of which 
stand in for human bodies, revealing and revelling again in their absence.

“A lot of the animals are sort of representations of ourselves,” Phoebe explains, “they embody some of that 
]PVSLUJL�PU�[OLT��3PRL�[OL�ÄYZ[�PTHNL�0�KYL �̂�[OL�ZOL�^VSM�VU�P[Z�OPUK�SLNZ��JVTPUN�[V^HYKZ�`V\��0�^HU[LK�[V�
just make these images become a bit more human.”

The title of these works, Just Enough Violence, hints at that violence that inescapably lurks all around us, 
contrasted here with the watercolour’s lightness of touch and colour. One of the most powerful pieces, and 
[OL�VUS`�PU�[OL�L_OPIP[PVU�[V�HJ[\HSS`�MLH[\YL�H�O\THU�IVK �̀�ÄUKZ�H�2SHUZTHU�H[VW�H�OVYZL��H�ZWLLJO�I\IISL�
appearing from out of shot, “Hey Buster, I ain’t afraid of no ghost”. That clash, between watercolour and 
subject reveals most about the themes the work circle around; how we communicate (who’s speaking) and 
the politicised violence of the world around us.

The exhibition is called Just Enough Violence, what does that mean to you?
It came from something I heard on the radio when I was working in the studio. The way I was working at the 
time was by drawing and writing ideas, research, one liners, all that kind of thing, all over these huge pieces 
of paper. I don’t even know what it was in relation to, the whole phrase was ‘just enough violence for the 
whole family’ said in quite a gleeful voice. I thought that it was quite poignant really, in terms of our relation-
ship with violence and how thirsty we are for it whilst also being such a negative part of our lives, and how 
unconscious we seem to be of the reality of violence.

Most of the works are done in watercolour, are you interested in it as an idea, or as a material?
0�N\LZZ�PUP[PHSS`�P[�Z[HY[LK�VɈ�HZ�H�JVUJLW[\HS�PKLH��^HU[PUN�[V�TV]L�H^H`�MYVT�\ZPUN�VPS�WHPU[Z�PU�T`�^VYRZ�
because of the inherent value of it. When I started making those paintings they became quite popular and 
I was selling quite a few of them, but they weren’t about that, they were about a certain relationship with 
WLYMVYTHUJL�HY[�HUK�PUZ[LHK�[OL`�OHK�ILJVTL�]HS\HISL�HIZ[YHJ[�WHPU[PUNZ�HUK�ILJHTL�WHY[�VM�H�KPɈLYLU[�
HY[�OPZ[VY �̀�0�^HZ�H�IP[�JVUÅPJ[LK�HIV\[�PUJS\KPUN�[^V�VM�[OVZL�VSKLY�VPS�WHPU[PUNZ�PU�[OL�ZOV^�HJ[\HSS �̀�:V�
[OL�^H[LYJVSV\YZ�^LYL�RPUK�VM�YL[\YUPUN�[V�[Y`PUN�V\[�ZVTL[OPUN�TVYL�ÄN\YH[P]L��TVYL�HJJLZZPISL�[OYV\NO�
drawing, using a material less valuable and less toxic.

I like there’s that this relationship in the works between the material of watercolour and the idea 
VM�^H[LYJVSV\Y��^OPJO�0�N\LZZ�YLSH[LZ�[V�[OL�YLWYLZLU[H[PVU�VM�[OL�PTHNLZ��HUK�^OH[�[OLZL�ÄN\YLZ�
represent.
Yeah and I guess obviously the history of watercolour is something that seems exceptionally dull and twee.

Do you you feel labelled, you know, as the model who’s also an artist? Do you think it means you 
have to justify yourself in your work in a way that most male artists would never have to?
I think just as a woman I have to justify my work in a way that male artists would never have to. Like, how 
many mediocre male artists are there? The moment that I really realised that I stopped giving a fuck.

I feel very very privileged to be able to model, even though it’s not particularly stimulating and it has loads 
of issues. You know like this morning I earned enough money to pay my rent for the next seven months or 
something, and that’s a privilege I just wouldn’t get anywhere else. It’s also not like I hate fashion, I think 
there are elements of it that are wonderful, especially having lived in London for so long, with great design-
ers like Martine Rose and Simone Rocha and Claire Barrow.

So is it annoying being called and artist and model? Yes and no. I don’t know if I mind as much anymore 
and I also don’t ever want to be seen as being a victim, like this is some dirty little secret that I have. I 
wouldn’t be doing modelling if I had money, but still sometimes it’s relevant to not have it as a secret, be-
cause it might be important for the conversation.

Your last exhibition was called Choke On Your Tongue. I’m wondering if that feeling and theme still 
comes up in the work, it’s so loaded with the problems of communication…
Am I still feeling choked or restrained?

Yeah. 
>OLU�0�ÄYZ[�Z[HY[LK�THRPUN�[OVZL�JOVRPUN�KYH^PUNZ�0�^HZ�]LY`�`V\UN��HIV\[�����0�^HZ�NVPUN�V\[�^P[O�H�WOV-
tographer and not... I don’t know, I just hated him so much and didn’t know how to express myself properly 
with him, with the world, and I started quite obsessively drawing these animals that were choking on their 
tongues.



I think that’s what kind of happens a lot, these things that might come out of something that’s personal 
then actually transcend that into something that’s far more about how all of us are communicating, about 
what’s happening in the media or in the world. I think those concerns are pretty constant. So to answer the 
question, I do still feel like that, yes, but not all the time.

In your work I really like that relationship though, between how it communicates the idea of the 
KPɉJ\S[`�VM�JVTT\UPJH[PVU�
It’s something that never really goes away. It’s like that dream where you can’t talk or can’t scream. These 
feelings are triggered by going to a Rise Up march in New York and feeling like we’re standing together, we 
are real, our bodies are real, life is real, and then Tamir Rice not getting justice and sitting my living room 
with my parents crying. But also, at the same time, sitting in the living room with my parents just feeling 
very lucky to be alive. One of the drawings deals with that actually, the horse saying ‘can I live’. These 
things always hang in the balance.
   

Much of the work, even obliquely, deals with race. It’s maybe less overt here though, than the last 
exhibition, which featured the KKK-esque hood sculptures.
I think that race kind of relates to everything I’ve been rambling on about, in that it’s something that’s con-
stantly in my consciousness. Even when I was making these paintings you know, the starting point might’ve 
been my use of watercolours, and I’d been doing a lot of research into classical myths, but then when I was 
actually making the work a lot of it is quite automatic, drawing out of my imagination, and it was the same 
with those pieces. It’s almost just like the materials matching up with the ideas you’re thinking about.

When I started making those sculptures, I was really interested in the material and wanted to make some-
thing really beautiful and moving that was somehow representational of the feeling of falling, of vertigo and 
ZVTL[OPUN�ILPUN�PU�Å\_��:V�0�^HZ�\ZPUN�[OPZ�O\NL�PJPUN�IHN�[V�TV\SK�[OL�WSHZ[LY��HUK�0�THKL�OVSLZ�PU�P[��HUK�
[OLU�HM[LY�0»K�[\YULK�[OL�ÄYZ[�VUL�\WZPKL�KV^U�P[»Z�MVYT�HZ�H�OVVK�ILJHTL�HWWHYLU[��0[»Z�UV[�HU�HJJPKLU[��
but it’s almost like all my intentions at the beginning for the material only then kind of came through I guess.

It’s not really related I guess, but it was something else I was thinking about recently, and just how 
much of a problem with race the art world has.
It’s horrible.

Something as simple as how few black artists there are shows how endemic the problem is.
It’s only really been in the last year or two that I feel like I’m having more and more contact with the art 
^VYSK�HUK�P[»Z�H�ZWHJL�PU�^OPJO�0�KVU»[�YLHSS`�MLLS�JVTMVY[HISL��0[�KVLZU»[�YLÅLJ[�V[OLY�HZWLJ[Z�VM�T`�SPML��0�
[OPUR�H�SV[�VM�WLVWSL�MLLS�SPRL�[OH[��0[»Z�]LY`�T\JO�VUL�JSHZZ��THPUS`�OL[LYVZL_\HS���^L»YL�PU�H�KPɉJ\S[�WVZP[PVU�
at the moment because actually to be somehow Other is what people want at the moment. So it’s this real 
toss up, it’s not the same conversation anymore, that people aren’t interested in black artists, people aren’t 
interested in queer artists -- that’s what they want, Otherness has such a high currency at the moment.

The problem in the art world is systemic and it is sort of exceptionalist in that there is probably room for one 
black artist at a time, or like, one per gallery. At art world parties we’ll go into a space which will predomi-
nantly be middle-class, predominantly white, predominantly male, and the problem gets worse the higher 
up in the gallery world you go. It’s not a space I really want to be in, and something I think a lot of artists 
don’t feel comfortable with. The worst thing is that it doesn’t really seem to changing.

Text Felix Petty
Photography Lucie McLaughlin, courtesy of Arcadia Missa
x

https://i-d.vice.com/en_uk/article/a3vaxp/just-enough-violence-phoebe-collings-james-and-the-failure-of-
representation





https://www.theguardian.com/the-chain/2017/nov/14/phoebe-collings-james-the-artist-and-model-taking-
on-tokenism

http://www.vogue.com/article/phoebe-collings-james-feminism-and-fashion

Feminism and Fashion? Artist Phoebe Collings-James 
Makes the Case

Photographed by Lily Bertrand-Webb

The fashion industry’s fascination with the art world is nothing new. “It’s a mutual admiration for the other’s craft, and at 
WKHLU�EHVW��WKH\�ZRUN�WRJHWKHU�´�VD\V�3KRHEH�&ROOLQJV�-DPHV��WKH����\HDU�ROG�%ULW�ZKR�RFFXSLHV�D�QRW�LQVLJQL¿FDQW�VSDFH�
in both spheres. The half-Jamaican beauty started modeling at age thirteen, but growing up in that spotlight didn’t really 
VXLW�KHU�VHQVH�RI�VHOI��³,�ZDV�SUREDEO\�D�ELW�WRR�SUHFRFLRXV������´��DQG�VKH�VZLWFKHG�JHDUV�WR�VWXG\�¿QH�DUW�DW�*ROGVPLWKV�
in London, graduating in 2009. Her latest exhibition, which opened in Antwerp on Saturday, is titled “Ivory Black,” named 
DIWHU�WKH�SLJPHQWV�XVHG�LQ�KHU�ÀRRU�WR�FHLOLQJ�SDLQWLQJV��LW¶V�WKH�FRQWLQXDWLRQ�RI�D�SUHYLRXV�VKRZ�FDOOHG�³)OHVK�7LQW´���³7KH�
idea was to think about how [skin tones] are described, and that they don’t actually describe anyone perhaps,” she said.

It’s a thought that very well could have stemmed from her early modeling days. “This is nearly ten years ago, but being 
D�PL[HG�UDFH�PRGHO��HVSHFLDOO\�LQ�/RQGRQ��ZDV�YHU\�GLI¿FXOW�´�VKH�VD\V��³7KHUH�ZRXOG�EH�FDVWLQJV�MXVW�IRU�EODFN�JLUOV�EXW�
I’m very fair-skinned. Back then, any time a black model was used it was in a very exotic way—I wasn’t exotic-looking 
enough, but I also wasn’t white.” As she continued to observe her role within fashion, the problems of the industry be-
came too apparent to ignore. “I was starting to form ideas on what I thought feminism was, and what being was, and it 
UHDOO\�VHHPHG�WR�FRQÀLFW�ZLWK�HYHU\WKLQJ�,�ZDV�H[SHULHQFLQJ�DV�D�PRGHO�´�VKH�VD\V��
UHPHPEHULQJ�RQH�WLPH�ZKHQ�VKH�ERRNHG�D�OLQJHULH�FDWZDON�JLJ�LQ�%ULJKWRQ�DQG�ZDV�RJOHG�E\�PHQ�WHQ�RU�¿IWHHQ�\HDUV�KHU�
senior. “This was not a good thing.”

And therein lies the Venn diagram of Collings-James’s life: Part-time model, internationally exhibited artist, full-time 
IHPLQLVW��6RPHKRZ��VKH�H[LVWV�LQ�WKH�FHQWHU�RI�WKHVH�WKUHH�RYHUODSSLQJ�FLUFOHV��$IWHU�DSSHDULQJ�LQ�D������SUR¿OH�LQ�%ULWLVK�
Vogue, she reentered the fashion game, walking in the fall 2014 Sibling show and sitting front row at Simone Rocha—but 
this time on her own terms. “I think when you’re younger you can be pushed into doing things,” Collings-James says. 
“But now, for example, I wouldn’t work with certain photographers, ever. And there are certain designers who don’t use 
any black models and I don’t wear those people’s clothes.” Of course, these convictions aren’t always apparent to her 
colleagues in the art world. “A small handful of comments have gotten back to me,” she says, unbothered. “[Art] is still 
a bit of a boys club and anyone who is female and young and at all desirable-looking to a male gaze is going to be im-
mediately passed over for potentially not being serious. I think you have to let the work prove people wrong.” It certainly 
seems to be doing just that, considering her paintings, sculptures, and performance pieces (which often explore sexuali-
W\��GHVLUH��DQG�YLROHQFH��KDYH�EHHQ�RQ�YLHZ�LQ�VXFK�IDU�ÀXQJ�ORFDOV�DV�0H[LFR�&LW\��%URRNO\Q��DQG�%HLUXW�

For anyone still unclear on her principles, there’s Cunt Today, the feminist blog she started to publish original writing and 
collate stories and ideas from across the web. “One thing I really want to encourage is the fact that anyone can be [a 
feminist],” she says. “I think, unfortunately—and even someone like Miuccia Prada has mentioned this—it can be really 
KDUG�WR�EH�EUDYH�HQRXJK�WR�EH�WKH�¿UVW�SHUVRQ��<RX�NQRZ��,¶P�QRW�D�IHPLQLVW�DUWLVW��,¶P�MXVW�DQ�DUWLVW��,�ZRXOG�UDWKHU�WDON�
about my paintings and sculptures, but somebody has to speak out about it. I think it’s too much of an easy way out not 
to confront those things.”



In celebration of Black History Month, NYLON is running a spotlight series called Black Girl Power... !e 
Future Is Bright. Every day, phenomenal black women from di$erent industries will be featured to tell their 
stories—revealing how they became who they are, showing what they have accomplished, and pinpointing 
how they navigated their careers. Black women deserve to be celebrated 365 days of the year, and we hope 
that this series will inspire everyone to believe in the power of #blackgirlmagic. 

Phoebe Collings-James is an artist from London currently based in New York. Breaking out into the art world 
can be challenging enough as a woman, but the 28-year-old has been exposed to even more realities as the 
product of an English and Jamaican family. Collings-James’ latest work at the CONDO exhibition consisted 
of a series of watercolour paintings of animals titled Just Enough Violence. (Her previous series was called 
Choke On Your Tongue.)

“My work relies on a hypersensitivity to the situations and people surrounding me. Perhaps that broadly 
describes many artists, but it is true. I think it’s about bearing witness,” she told us in an email. “!at gets 
scrambled with my research and desires to make physical things, to use my hands to turn materials from one 

Phoebe Collings-James Wants To Change !e Face Of !e Art World
with more color in the picture
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form to another. I love art. I feel like I always forget to say that and it’s the most obvious answer really. I got 
into it because I love it. I #nd it inspiring because it can open up your imagination, which is something that is 
essential if we are to live and not merely survive.”

Collings-James started modeling as a teenager and then got back into it a few years ago as a means to support 
her artistic practice. Her approach toward fashion and art has always been one of great ambivalence. “I think 
clothes are vitally important, even more so to people who are overlooked or marginalised in society,” she 
added. “For many it is one of the few ways of expressing your creativity. To show the world who you are, what 
you are into, and what you believe in.”

!is reasoning is why Collings-James thinks that cultural appropriation has become a more divisive subject 
today. “Whether it’s designers appropriating ‘work wear’ or Kylie Jenner wearing her hair in cornrows, our 
style is something very precious,” she explained.

Get more familiar with Collings-James and her work in the interview, below! 

 How do you maneuver your respective industry as a black woman?
Firstly, there has to be a disclaimer that the art worlds I am talking about and have experienced are in the 
U.K., U.S.A. and a bit of western Europe, which is not the whole world or the whole art world despite us 
lazily thinking that it is. As an artist it’s the most hot thing at the moment to be black or queer or female; the 
trendiness and commodi#cation of those identities is dangerous and terrifying. So your otherness is suddenly 
simultaneously keeping you in the minority while also having a very high currency placed on it. I have found 
it helpful trying wherever possible to work with curators and galleries who are sensitive to that, which mostly 
means not working with galleries where there are all white males. It might seem extreme but it’s actually 
about self preservation. !ere is no way a gallery with an all cis, all white male team is going to be able to 
represent my work well.

Could you describe a moment where you felt like you de!ed the odds or broke a barrier?
Being the exception is really not a broken barrier, it is a smoke screen that gives a completely false sense of 
progress. I have been able to slip very easily with my “light skin” into situations where my dad, for example, 
as a black man, or even my sister who has darker skin than me, would not have experienced in the same way. 
As a model, I have o"en felt very con%icted as a reluctant acceptable face of blackness; I have been used as a 
token black woman purely because I am “not too dark.”

Black and brown exceptionalism is so real now that the next huge barrier that will be broken will be when we 
are allowed to be mediocre. When we can just live. !at is something I have really noticed in the art world, 
hundreds of cripplingly mediocre white male artists emerging each year, but for all those who do not #t 
into that you have to shine the brightest. You have to really prove yourself in a way that white men do not. 
I remember when I passed my A-levels with A grades and I was eligible for some sort of prize money as a 
black student who got exceptional grades. O"en the seemingly de#ed odds are simply because as a non-white 
person less is expected of you. It seems crazy now.

How did you grow into your black identity? (Or, if you’re multiracial, how did you grow into your identity as 
such?)
I feel like I’m only just #guring that out to be honest. When I see younger women like Amandla Stenberg 
speak so eloquently and vehemently about their identities I’m so happy that they exist now. As I feel like I was 
looking for that kind of inspiration as a kid and didn’t #nd it until much later. A lot of my relationships with 
my identity have been through the lens of relationships with men who, both black and white, have projected 
their own complicated relationships with race onto my body and mind. It’s only in the last year I have started 
to feel more whole. As black people, we o"en are seen as just skin. Light skin, dark skin, golden skin—ooh 
that beautiful blue-black skin. We don’t get to be whole. We don’t get to be nuanced or chameleon-like.



 
I have been reading Grace Jones’ autobiography and she is giving me life each day. Coming from Jamaica like 
my father’s family, she describes her relationship with a world that would rather she stayed small, or #tted 
neatly in a box, and she continues at age 66 to smash all conventions. I especially like the way she describes 
each of the glossy photos that line the gutter of the book. “At the edge of the Caribbean Sea.” “A one-man 
show. A red curtain, an accordion,a minimal staircase, one leg up. Voila - theatre!” “Acting natural in a 1970’s 
disco setting.” “Using a New York roo"op as a stage, totally believing in myself.” When people say gender and 
race are constructs, Grace knows that innately. She lives that performance of identities. She is my hero/ine! 

Growing up, where did you look for inspiration? Who or what inspires you now?
I looked to the same places as everyone else! Magazines, TV, friends. It was very sad and disheartening how 
few black women were in the spaces I was interested in, but when I did #nd them I really held on tight. I 
found most of my inspiration in music: Aaliyah, Missy Elliot, Motown, and Destiny’s Child were my whole 
world at that age and I wanted to copy everything about them. I also loved art and fashion before I knew that 
they were nemeses! Dressing up, making art, and making dance routines was standard. When I #rst start-
ed studying art I was 16 and I remember visiting the Louvre in Paris for the #rst time and being horri#ed, 
thinking this is art?
 
To me, Missy Elliot’s music videos were art, the girls giving attitude posing in !e Face and in i-D were art, 
the fabrics of the fancy clothes I used to dream of when I walked down Bond Street in London were art, 
my anger and excitement at the world was also art. !ese rubbish old oil paintings of white men were not. 
It wasn’t until a teacher introduced me to the work of Shirin Neshat, Ghada Amer, Adrian Piper, and Sonia 
Boyce that I #nally felt at home. I could sew or write or dance or swear and it could be art. !at might sound 
very basic but it was a huge revelation to be exposed to those women speaking about their worlds in new 
ways. Adrian Piper’s “Funk Lessons” is still one of the richest expressions of what it means to be black, to 
appropriate, to express a physical vernacular, that I have ever seen in an art work. Her works that spoke about 
her light skin and the racism that she was privy to as a woman who could “pass” as white resonated deeply. 
 
Ghada Amer’s hectic erotic embroidery was another exciting discovery to a horny 17-year-old me, thinking 
about my own gender and sexuality through the imagination of an Egytian-born American artist was ex-
tremely important. Now it is more of the same! I am lucky to be inspired now by many of the artists I get to 
work with which is amazing. I’ve been reading a lot of sci-# recently which has been a good way of thinking 
about race and gender politics in a way that allows space for the imagination as opposed to theory-heavy 
texts, whilst also being equally as informative and powerful. Especially when thinking about how the hell we 
are ever going to ever move out of this mess and deal with the legacy of pain we have been handed. I watched 
black Orpheus this week which I think has fast become my favourite #lm. !e tailored styles in the heat, the 
music, the light and cinematography, the sex and laughter are all so infectious and mesmerising.

http://www.nylon.com/articles/phoebe-collings-james-interview

Artist Phoebe Collings-James partners with Water for People and Absolut Elyx for a stimulating cause that 
UHÀHFWV�KXPDQLWDULDQ�DFKLHYHPHQWV�DQG�VXVWDLQDEOH�JURZWK�DQG�GHYHORSPHQW�

2Q�:HGQHVGD\�VKH�KRVWHG�D�GLQQHU�DW�%LVWURWKHTXH�IRU�D�FDXVH�WKDW�FHOHEUDWHV�D�¿YH�\HDU�SDUWQHUVKLS�ZLWK�
Absolut Elyx. Three artworks were created especially for the joint project, which were inspired by providing 
clean water.

Phoebe is known for her feminist ideologies, positioning herself as a strong female artist working and sup-
porting causes that are meaningful and representative of her beliefs. Phoebe’s blog, Cunt Today, talks 

PHOEBE COLLINGS-JAMES’ ‘EVERYONE FOREVER’
Artist Phoebe Collings-James creates artwork in partnership with charity organisation, Water for People, 
which provides fresh water to more than 100,000 people.



about gender and sexuality discrimination, and female empowerment.

She has now developed a reputation of being an audacious supporter of feminists, an activist for women 
and continues to project her political views and opinions vehemently.

Everyone Forever paintings are more than just art pieces; they emulate and instigate a humanitarian 
appeal, giving a voice to the millions of people who struggle to access the basic necessities of fresh water. 
“I was also thinking of the spirit of Emory Douglas’ incredible Black Panther posters, that aimed to educate 
through images as a way of being both accessible to all, inspirational and motivational.”

And what does Water for People achieve? It’s a charity that provides sanitary water to over 100,000 people 
in India, Uganda, Peru and Bolivia. “Water For People is a charity with a focus on a long-term plan for not 
only infrastructure that allows access to safe water, but putting the services and systems in place to keep 
ZDWHU�ÀRZLQJ�IRUHYHU�´�3KRHEH�H[SODLQHG��³7KH\�DUH�FRPPLWWHG�WR�LPSURYLQJ�WKH�OLYHV�RI�ZRPHQ�DQG�FKLO-
dren globally and I am pleased to be able to contribute in my small way to their big idea.”

Marriage of Elyx and Water for People derives from one commonality: the focus on water. Absolut Elyx is 
a vodka, made from 50% water. Drinks manufacturing doesn’t have to be entirely self-serving. Giving back 
to communities should be an integral component to any capitalist entity. Adam Boita, Head of Marketing at 
$EVROXW�(O\[��H[SODLQV��³:H�GRQ¶W�MXVW�¿OO�RXU�RZQ�JODVVHV��EXW�KHOS�¿OO�WKH�JODVVHV�RI�WKRVH�LQ�QHHG�ZLWK�WKH�
most important drink in the world.”

3HUKDSV�RWKHU�FRUSRUDWLRQV�FDQ�UHÀHFW�DQG�UHSHDW�$EVROXW�(O\[�DQG�3KRHEH¶V�KXPDQLWDULDQ�SURFOLYLWLHV�

http://garagemag.com/phoebe-collings-james-everyone-forever/
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